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and drug traffic control functions conducted, sponsored, or supported
by the Federal Government. This second annual report of the Strategy
Council builds on the groundwork laid in the Strategy 1973. The 1974
goals and objectives recognize that a society's response to drug
abuse is a product of its values, attitudes, and beliefs. In a
similar sense, the objectives of the Strategy 1974 rest on present
understanding of the causes and consequences of drug abuse and on
society's capacity to respond meaningfully to the complex factors as
it encounters them. To the extent that disagreement with these
judgments leads to constructive discussion, understanding of the many
complex issues will be sharpened. This strategy, therefore, is to be
dynamic--continually reexamined and reviewed so that programs and
policies reflect the best knowledge at hand. Strategy 1974 sets forth
an action plan which describes the way in which the Federal
Government is responding to the drug abuse problem through a
coordinated program of drug abuse prevention, law enforcement, and
international cooperation. (Author)
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Strategy Council on Drug Abuse
726 Jackson Place. N.W.
Washington. D.C. 20506

June 17.1974

The President
The White House
Washington. D.C. 20500

Dear Mr. President:

The Strategy Council on Drug Abuse was established in the "Drug
Abuse Office and Treatment Act of 1972" to develop a Federal
Strategy for all drug abuse prevention activities of the Federal
Government.

I have the privilege of submitting to you the Federal Strategy for
Drug AMR' and Drug Traffic I'rerentknz 1979 developed by the
Council. This strategy continues to develop an integrated treatment,
rehabilitation, education and law enforcement policy aimed at pre-
venting drug abuse.

While this strategy focuses primarily on the Federal effort, States
and localities support and manage major drug abuse prevention efforts.
This is consistent with Administration policies to strengthen the
capabilities of States and localities, as well as the private sector, to
determine their own approaches to combattiag drug abuse in our
Nation.

Faithfully yours.

4914 P,pa

Robert L. DuPont, M.D.
Strategy Council on Drug Abuse
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I
DRUGS

IN PERSPECTIVE:
CONTEXT FOR

NATIONAL ACTION

A. INTRODUCTION

The Drug Abuse Office and Treatment Act of 1972 directed the
development and promulgation of a comprehensive. coordinated
long-term Federal strategy for all drug abuse prevention and drub.: traffic
ontrol funLtions conducted. sponsored. or s .pported by the Federal

Government. This second annual report of the Strategy Council builds
upon the groundwork laid in the Strategy 1973.

In defining the 1974 goals and objectives. we recoimize that a
society's response to drug abuse is a product of its values, attitudes. and
beliefs. In a similar sense. the objectives of the Strategy 1974 rest
our present understanding of the causes and Lousequences of drug
abuse and on our capacity to respond meaningfully to the complex
faLtois as we encounter them. To the extent that disagreement with
these judgments leads to constructive discussion, our understanding of
the many Lomp lex issues will be sharpened. This strategy. therefore. is
to be dynamic continually reexamined and reviewed so that our
programs and policies reflect the best knowledge at hand.

Strategy 1974 sets forth an action plan which describes the way in
wind' the Federal Government is responding to the drug abuse problem
through a coordinated program of drug abuse proention, law enforce-
ment. and international cooperation.

B. A COORDINATED FEDERAL ATTACK ON DRUG ABUSE

The Federal Government has waged its war on drug abuse from
three directions:

Law (Vim on t (igen( u ha% e tried to stop the traffic of drugs
into and within the United States.

1
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SI it la/ / t i' and hethith agent /C. 11.1% e implemented a variety of
inoviams, education. research. treatment. and rehabil-
itation. designed 1., pie% ent indkiduals from abusing drugs and
to coin bat :11.! adverse peisonal and social consequences of drug

::ittattfmalli. the State Department has led an effort to
.:lute illicit international haffiLking in drugs through diplo-
main initiatn es and assistance to Lountries where drugs are
produced and transshipped.

l'oderal drug prevention efforts were centralized b) the President in
June 19-1 in the SpeLial Action Office for Drug Abuse Prevention
(S 10D \Pi Three months later the Cabinet Committee on Interna-
tional \al cotics Control (CCINC) was established to coordinate the
drug effort o .iseas In Jul) 1973 Presidential Reorganization Plan No.

.Teat d the Drug l nforcement Administration. merging the Bureau of
oti,:s and Dangerous Drugs. Office of Drug Abuse Law I

Oilic of National Narcotics Intelligence. those element:, of the
Bin eau of Customs w hich had drug imestigatie responsibilities. and
those functions of the Office of Science and Technology which were
related to drug law enforcement.

The State and local activities lime centered in two areas:

Law enfot cement agencies have increasingly worked together to
stop the traffic of drugs.
Social service and health agencies have responded to the need
Ior treatment ant' other services by establishing treatment
programs. vocational rehabilitation projects, school prevention
programs and other communit) activities designed to integrate
and expand local resources.

The States and localities will be asked to assume a larger role in the
national partnership. The Federal Government is assisting them by
increasing block grant programming to allow States to further develop
and implement their prevention plans and b) continued technical
assistance to the local activities.

C. DRUG USE AND ABUSE IN PERSPECTIVE

In curiclit .American usage, drug abuse may refer to any of the
follow in activities:

the use of drugs in forms. styles or situations which are illegal;
the use of drugs without appropriate medical approval or in
excess of accepted standards of self-medication:
the use or drugs in such a way that the user's control of
ingestion or behavior is excessively affected:



the list. of drugs in pursuit of potentiall} hazaidous -i.ocs of
consciousness or mood.

Fot purposes 01 Strategy 1974 drug abuse is defined as tlw use ola
substaike in a mantle' or to a deinec wind' leads to adie r,e pet or
social consk..qtu flees. includintz:

impaired physical or mental health:
impaired maturation:

paired productivity:
involvement un sociall} dkruptne or illegal aLtions hid) may
harm or increase the likelihood of harm to the commumt}

To !inundate an appropriate' I:ederal response. we must Lonsider

the nature and k..stent of drug abuse problems in the contest of serious
potential harm to the indiidual and societ}. Further. we must allocate
Federal resouRes and administer Federal prop anis a coiding to

meaningful priorities. based in part on the potential lot 11.11111 .15sociated

with various substances.
'We lia%e so ordered our drug proention and control ptiont re,

Use and Abuse of Heroin

Heroin abuse emeiged in the mid-1960's as a problem of major
significance. Domestically. estimates of the extent of heroin abuse at

One point reached beyond 500.000 addicts and users Combined law
enforcement and treatment efforts at the' Federal. State. and local
leels. as well as in the international arena, have brought about a
reduction of heroin supply and demand.

ANallable data reN eal that an alarming xis -}ear trend of an increasing
heroin addiction rate has been reversed during the past two years.
Fnrollin:nt in treatment programs has greatly increased. 1.tirthei more.
the rates of kw erdose death and property crime regarded as Sign ifiCan I

indicators of the incidence of heroin dependence lime declined
throughout most areas of the countr} for the first time since the start
of the heroin epidemic, Deaths involving heroin (either alone or in
combination with other drugs. k..xcluding methadone) decreased 2.1
percent in 1972. in 1973 based upon projections of the actual rates for
the first si\ months a 20- to 25-percent drop is anticipated in

narcotics-related deaths compared to 1972. (Chart illustrating the
current deci ease in heroin-related deaths appears On the following
'met. )

Also. the report of a two-year follow-up study entitled "A
Follow-Up of Vietnam Drug Users" has allayed the fear that the high
rate of narcotics abuse among the United States servicemen in Vietnam
would result in continued epidemic 1 addiction at home.

On the basis of interviewing and urine testing a lape sample of

3
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NUMBER OF NARCOTICSRELATED DEATHS
OCCURRING IN "KEY" GEOGRAPHICAL AREAS
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American servicemen who returned from Vietnam ii le fall of 1971,
the study attempts to determine: the proportion of men who used
drugs in Vietnam; the type of drugs and level of dependency; the
previous drug abuse history of these users; the proportion of men who
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abused drugs after returning to the United States; and the treatment
profile of those still abusing drugs, The findings show that the incidence
of drug use (at least once) in Vietnam was as follows: alcohol (92
percent), marihuana (69 percent), opium (38 percent), heroin (43
percent), amphetamines (25 percent), and barbiturates (23 percent). In
the case of narcotics, amphetamines, and barbiturates, post-service use
N. ierted to pre-service levels. Also, 93 percent of the men who were
first introduced to narcotics in Vietnam did not continue such use
afterward, The results of this follow-up study illustrate that most
narcotics users in Vietnam were able to develop lifestyles upon
returning to the United States which did not include dependence on
opiates. (See the chart below which illustrates Vietnam Follow-up

study findings.)
Supply intervention efforts have also shown considerable success. In

New York City, for example, the quality of street heroin (percent of

DRUG USE AMONG ARMY ENLISTED MEN RETURNING

TO THE UNITED STATES SEPTEMBER, 1971

100%.

TOTAL 451

USED NARCOTICS

WERE ADDICTED
TO NARCOTICS

9.5%

1%

DURING YEAR FOLLOWING
RETURN TO U.S.
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active heroin in a given dosage unit) has declined from 7.7 percent in
1972 to 3.7 percent in 1973, a decrease of 52 percent; and the price of
heroin has increased from 44t/ per milligram to $1.52, an increase of
250 percent for the same period. These are promising indications that
heroin trafficking has been reduced.

The President is determined and has directed that these hopeful
signs must not be the occasion for any slackening of effort. Heroin
continues to be our number one drug priority. Indeed, we are currently
monitoring a disturbing new developmenta shift of source as
evidenced by significant seizures of brown (Mexican) heroin on the East
Coast, an area which had been relatively free of Mexican heroin. This
suggests the emergence of new supply routes that replace, at least
partially, older supply patterns.

There is no satisfactory unit to measure the true social cost of
heroin and other narcotics abuse in the United States. We do know that
it has been the direct cause of death for approximately 1,000 people
each year. Other social costs reflected in physical addiction, lost
productivity, the disintegration of family relationships, criminal activ-
ity, sickness and suffering have also been estimated, but with great
difficulty and even greater uncertainty. However, the policy. implica-
tions of even the lowest estimate of these economic and human losses
demand that we continue to channel our efforts toward curbing the
costs of narcotics abuse.

Use and Abuse of Nonopiate Drugs

In the nonopiate drug category, the illicit supply of depressants,
amphetamines, hallucinogens, and cocaine are of equal priority.

Barbiturates and Related Depressants

The extent of nonmedical use of depressants is difficult to estimate.
While the most prevalent pattern appears to consist of ,Tisodic
adolescent use, we do know that depressants are commonly used by
alcoholics and heroin addicts as a second drug of abuse. Some studies
have indicated that 20 to 35 percent of narcotics addicts use
barbituiat..s or other sedatives fairly regularly, and that from 10 to 70
percent of alcoholics have also used barbiturates and a small percentage
have been dependent on them.

Because this class of drugs has extensive use in legitimate medical
practice, sedative abuse can arise as a complication of legitimate
medical treatment or as a result of the inappropriate and unsupervised
use of medication originally prescribed for a legitimate purpose. The
depressant drug abuse problem is not confined to use of drugs obtained
from illicit traffic, and it is therefore more difficult to determine its
extent and social costs.

6
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Recent attempts to reduce the' misuse of barbiturates and other
sedatives have centered upon Lontrolling availability of illicit supplies
and informing the it:Lin:al prolession about the abuse potential when

prescribing these substances.

Amphetamines and Related Stimulants

Determining, the extent and social costs Or amphetamine abuse
presents problems similar to those encountered with barbiturates and
related sedatives. Unlike heroin. these dings are used both for legitimate
medical purposes and for socially unacceptable purposes. In deciding
how to control the abuse of these nonopiate substances one must weigh

the value of safe and proper use against the detriment occasioned by
unsafe or exploitatte uses. Surveys of amphetamine use suggest that 3

to 4 percent of the population claim to have used medically proscribed
amphetamines or other stimulants at least once in the year receding
the survey.

Cocaine

As a drug of abuse, cocaine has been available for decades in the
United States. Over the last few years. the nonmedical use of cocaine

appears to have increased, particularly among those who use other
drugs such as heroin. At the present time it is not possible to estimate

the extent of use nor is It possibIL to estimate sock,' cost since cocaine

is rarely used in isolation. Its powerful euphoric effects lead many
experimenters to repeat the experience and high doses of cocaine may

produce a toxic psychosis similar to that produced by amphetamines.

Cocaine can be inhaled or injected to provide the user with a
stimulating. euphoric effect. The duration of its effect is short, lasting
approximately fifteen minutes.

Hallucinogens

The use of hallucinogens is a relatively recent development in the

United States. Although the drugs involved (LSD. psilocybin, mesca-
lint.,) vary in chemical structure, they have similar effects, producing
alternations in the way the user perceives himself in relationship to the
external world. The use of halluonoge,is is quite distinct from other
drugs of concern in that compulsive use patterns or even prolonged

regular use rarely occur.
A composite picture derived from surveys indicates that approxi-

mately 16 percent of college and 8 percent of high school students have

used these substances at least once. Although there is a general

impression among some of those in touch with treatment and crisis

centers that the popularity of hallucinogens is declining, data are not

7
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available to confirm or dispute this perception.
"The social cosh of hallucinogen abuse relate primarily to the

unpredictability of these drugs' effects. The use of hallucinogens can
cause a number of adverse effects ranging from panic to the
precipitation of prolonged psychotic or depressive episodes, even in
those who have used the substances previously without such effects.

Marihuana and Tetrahydrocannabinol (THC)

The number of Americans who have used marihuana at least once is
now estimated at more than 20 million with regular users estimated at 8
million.

The central issue is whether in light of these estimates and the
effect of the drug, current attempts to prohibit the availability and use
of cannabis products should be abandoned or modified.

We do not believe that a change in policy is warranted at this time.
The control of marihuana abuse will continue to be a Federal drug
control objective for the following reasons:

New, more potent forms of cannabis derivatives are becoming
available. A very disturbing development in the illicit traffic is
the increasing appearance of hashish oila liquid concentrate of
THC, the psychoactive ingredient of marihuana. The potency
of this substance is many times greater than that of marihuana
or even ordinary hashish. The possible adverse long-term effects
of this powerful hallucinogen may be significant, but are not
yet fully understood.

le effects of chronic heavy use of cannabis and the effects of
regular marihuana use have yet to be fully determined. An
extended period of time elapsed between the widespread use of
tobacco and the demonstration of its deleterious effects. Much
marihuana research has been inconclusive, but occasional
adverse findings such as tissue damage to the throat and tra.hea
continue to appear.
The nation's experience with alcohol and tobacco suggests that
once consumption of a drug becomes woven into the fabric of
society through custom and ritual, subsequent elimination is
virtually impossible. Thus, decisions which increase the extent
of use are generally irreversible.
We are aware of the assertions that few individuals are deterred
from marihuana use by the present legal prohibitions and that
only a small percentage of total arrests rest .. in imprisonment.
Nonetheless the extent of use would probably be far greater in
the absence of such continued sanctions. We are not in favor of
any measures which would tend to increase the total number of
users and, hence, the potential number of heavy users.

8



Changes in Federal law in 1970 reduced the marihuana possession
penalty tor foist offenders !rum a felons to a misdemeanor. At present,
Federal Judges hale the discretion to impose fines rather than
imprisonment in all possession Lases. and in the case of juvenile first
offenders. the record may be expunged as well. In practise, Federal and
State courts are increasingly reluctant to impose prison sentences for
those accused of maiihuana possession at least in the case of a first
offense.

Subjecting citizens to the possibility of incarceration for marihuana
use is whit:silk' but legal distribution of marihuana is also undesir-
able. The problem remains one of weighing the value of deterrents and
regulators mechanisms against the perceptions of that segment of the
society which views marihuana as harmless.

It will continue to be the policy of Federal law enforcement efforts
to dktinguish between casual marihuana users and those who traffic in
marihuana and related substances, and to seek harsher sanctions for the
latter.

Multiple Drug Use

While it is convenient for the purposes of discussion to consider
each of the prima!, drugs of abuse separately. most involved drug
abusers use not one but several different drugs individually or in
combination. Patterns of multiple drug abuse also referred to as
poly drug abuse include either drug substitution or the use of several
drugs simultaneously to attain a sequence of effects.

Substances being employed in multiple drug use patterns include
alcohol. barbiturates and related depressants. amphetamines and similar
stimulants, cocaine, %olatile intoxicants, hallucinogens, tranquilizers,
marihuana, hashish, and such opiates as heroin, morphine, and synthetic
pain killers. This list includes most of the commonly used substances
which affect human moods. emotions, and cycles of sleep and
wakefulness, Changes in any of these states may or may not lead to
visible impairment of human functions, but acute intoxication does

appear to produce measurable and profound performance impairment,
and severe overdose often results in death.

These patterns of multiple drug use make it more difficult to
estimate the size of a given problem. While we may be able to estimate
the number of abusers of each substance, the overall estimates are not
necessarily conclusive, since a single individual may be counted in more
than one group. We can say, however, that in the course of the past
several years multiple drug abuse has remained a continuing and
substantial problem. Given the widespread availability of many of the
substances employed in multiple drug patterns through both licit and
illicit channels -the Federal Government is continuing to address the

9



spread of multiple drug abuse thiouch demonstration proention
activities and through law enforcement programs.

Alcohol as a Dun! Abuse Problem

In terms of deaths. disease. and economic losses. alcoholism :s
certainly among the most serious drug abuse problems in contemporav
American society. The National Institute for Alcohol Abuse and
Alcoholism in the Alcohol. Drug, Abuse and Mental Health Administra-
tion within 11EW de% otes itself exclusively to problems caused by this
single drug.

In its severest form. chronic alcoholism is manifested by disruption
of normal social and family ties. job loss and diminution of earning
capacity. compromised physical and psy chological health and decreased
life expectancy. The lethal consequences of alcoholism are well
documented. Alcoholic cirrhosis is a significant cause of death among
young and middle-aged urban males. Furthermore. there is abundant
evidence that alcohol intoxication and abuse may contribute to
aggressive behavior.

The social costs of alcoholism have been conservatively estimated as
high as S I S billion annually. Yet, with all of its costs, we recognize that
millions of Americans use alcohol without serious ill effects and that
the use of alcohol is a part of American life. Since the use of alcohol
has been part of our national life, its use is not felt to threaten our basic
value structure. In contrast. for most Americans the newer drug abuse
problems have few, if any. redeeming features in terms of social ritual
and custom. Moreover. there is a realistic possibility of preventing these
drue, abuse problems from reaching the proportions of the alcoholism
problem.

Alcohol abuse and the more recent varieties of drug abuse should
not be perceived as unrelated problems. We recog ize that alcohol
abuse is not restricted to the alcoholic individual, but is also closely
associated with many other forms of drug abuse. It has become
increasingly apparent that both opiate and barbiturate abusers fre-
quently abuse alcohol. Ft'rther, there are many similarities between
opiate. barbiturate, and alcohol abuse which suggest related causal
mechanisms.

We believe that there are areas where integration of activities,
including the development of programs of prevention, education, and
research, would benefit these related problems. The creation of the new
Alcohol, Drug Abuse and Mental Health Administration (ADAMHA)
within the Department of Health. Education. and Welfare should ensure
closer policy coordination in the future.

10



Tobacco as a Drug of Abuse

In certain respects the use of tobacco parallels the use and abuse of
other drugs. There is no doubt that chronic cigarette smoking is a form
of drug dependence. There is also no doubt that chronic heavy use
produces tissue damage and is believed to be the chief cause of lung
cancer as well as a major factor in heart disease and emphysema. Like
alcohol, use of tobacco is deeply ingrained in contemporary American
social custom and ritual.

The problem of reducing the use of tobacco in the presence of
widespread availability and social acceptance underscores the difficulty
in dealing with other forms of drug abuse. Efforts to combat cigarette
smoking do not fall under the purview of the Strategy Council but are
part of the overall mission ot' the Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare.

As with alcohol, the omission of detailed discussion of tobacco in
this document does not imply a disregard for the health hazards
involved.

D. DIRECTIONS FOR STRATEGY 1974

It has become clear that it' drug prevention efforts are to succeed, a
delicate balance must be struck between the control of the supply of
drugs and the demand for drugs. The control of drug abuse must,
therefore, weigh the safe and proper use of substances against th.
unsafe and exploitative uses. Prevention efforts must balance the
excesses of a minorit!, against the normal activities of medical practice,
self-medication. research, and social custom.

The close coordination of law enforcement efforts aimed at
controlling the domestic and international supply of illicit drugs and
procntion programs aimed at reducing the demand for these substances
is a major theme of Strategy 1974. This theme was most recently
stressed at the Presidential level at a November, 1973 meeting of the
Domestic Council Committee on Drug Abuse and the Cabinet Commit-
tee on International Narcotics Control. At that meeting, which
highlighted the President's continued high priority on drug abuse
prevention and control. it was emphasized that continued coordination
of programs addressing illicit drug supply on the one hand and demand
on the other k essential if the momentum established over the past two
years is to be maintained.

Following are the major Federal objectives in all areas of drug abuse
prevention and control. For the remainder of Fiscal Year 1974 and
Fiscal Year 1975:

It will be Strategy 1974 policy to continue to make treatment
facilities available for the treatment of multiple drug abusers as



well as abusers of nonopiate substances. Seriously dependent.
nonopiate drug abusers will be encouraged to utilize any excess
capacity in existing treatment facilities.
it will be Strategy 1974 policy to strengthen community
outreach programs which will seek out and bring into treatment
hard-core heroin addicts.
It will be Strategy 1974 policy to continue to upgrade the
quality, accountability, and management efficiency of federally
funde,I drug treatment programs.
It wilt he Strategy 1974 policy to increase and improve
coordination between drug treatment programs and existing job
counseling and job placement services designed to speed the
return of treatment patients to productive lives.
It will be Strategy 1974 policy to design and initiate a
demonstration program of school-based early intervention.
It will be Strategy 1974 policy to improve the capability of the
newly established Single State Agencies for drug abuse preven-
tion to plan and deliver drug abuse prevention services at the
local level in accordance with the precepts of the New
Federalism.
It will be Strategy 1974 polic:. to continue to maintain the
integrity of all Federal treatment and law enforcement efforts
through the development of clear operating regulations.
it will be Strategy 1974 policy to maintain emphasis on
elimination of illicit traffic in heroin as the top priority in drug
enforcement.
It will be Strategy 1974 policy to increase enforcement
emphasis on the control of nonopiate substances through both
licit and illicit channels.
It will be Strategy 1974 policy to upgrade the quality and
efficiency of Federal drug law enforcement efforts.
It will be Strategy 1974 policy to increase diplomatic and
enforcement efforts against newly emerging international heroin
smuggling routes.
It will be' Strategy 1974 policy to increase efforts to identify
and curb the activities of major international Uroin and cocaine
syndicates.
It will be Strategy 1974 policy to support enforcement effints
in 60 countries designated as major trafficking areas.

Strategy 1974 outlines the Federal response to critical issues of
drug abuse prevention and control. The following chapters integrate
programmatic action plans and budgetary projections with detailed
policy discussions. (A chart summarizing the overall Fiscal Year 1975
Federal drug abuse budget appears on the following page.)
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1975 FUNDING OF FEDERAL DRUG ABUSE PROGRAMS
(ESTIMATED OBLIGATIONS IN $ MILLIONS)

OTHER PREVENTION
PROGRAMSINCLUDES
MOST BLOCK ANO
FORMULA GRANTS
PRI MAR I LY

TREATMENT,
REHABILITATION
ANO EDUCATION

EDUCATION
AND TRAINING TOTAL 745.1

TREATMENT
REHABILITATION

DRUG TRAFFIC
PREVENTION

COMPREHENSIVE
TREATMENT FOR
HEROIN ADDICTS
ANO MULTIPLE
DRUG USERS

RESEARCH,
BASIC RESEARCH,
PROGRAM EVALUATION,
HEALTH CARE STATISTICS
PLANNING, COORDINATION,
AND ADMINISTRATION

Although estimated obligations for Federally supported treatment programs will decrease rn FY
75 as compared with FY 74, outlaysi.e., funds actually being spent in local communit es
continue to rise. Tod reflects the very rapid infusion of funds into community drug treatment
programs during FY 73 (up 40%) and the current fiscal year (up 54%) after an initial lag due to

the normal delays that were incurred as many new programs were getting started Outlays will
increase a further 6% to $241 million in FY 75. This figure does not include LEAA block action

grants to the States to support community treatment programs as alternatives to incarceration
and drug treatment programs in correctional institutions, in both of which categories funding will

also increase.

Chapter 11 presents a discussion of Federal efforts to curb the
demand for drugs through programs of education, treatment, rehabilita-
tion. training. research and evaluation. This chapter also includes a
programmatic and budgetary summary and formulates drug prevention
goals for 1974 as well as plans for goal implementation.

Chapter Ill describes new international init;atives to reduce the
supply of abusable substances and presents domestit. and international
drug law enforcement priorities and action plans for 1974. This chapter
also addresses the issue of prosecution. sentencing, and treatment of
drug violators.
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Chapter IV discusses the interrelationship between the drug
treatment and criminal justice systems and describes new initiatives
designed to strengthen cooperative efforts between the two systems.

Chapter V summarizes the major strategy themes and 1974 goals. In
addition, the new Federal treatment funding strategy is outlined.

14



II
DEMAND

REDUCTION

A. OVERVIEW

The overall Federal drug abuse strategy involves a two-pronged
effort to reduce the supply of illicit drugs through law enforcement
programs and international agreements and to reduce the demand for
these substances through treatment, education, and a better under-
standing of the fundamental causes of dysfunctional drug use.

This chapter details those Federal drug abuse prevention initiatives
which are directed toward demand reduction. The current approach
coordinates a broad spectrum of activities ranging from early interven-
tion efforts designed to preempt the drug abuse problem in its
formative stages to aftercare activities aimed at preventing an individ-
ual's return to harmful drug use following treatment. This policy
discussion must first. however, be placed in the context of a recent
reorganization of the Federal drug prevention system.

B. REORGANIZATION OF THE FEDERAL DRUG ABUSE PRE-
VENTION EFFORT

The Special Action Office for Drug Abuse Prevention, proposed by
President Nixon in 1971 and authorized by Congress in March, 1972,
was created to give vigorous direction to the entire Federal drug abuse
prevention effort. Public Law 92-255, which authorized the establish-
ment of a temporary Special Action Office. also provided that a
permanent National Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA) be established in
the Department of Health, Education. and Welfare.

N1DA is one of three units under the new Alcohol, Drug Abuse and
Mental Health Administration (ADAMHA). The other two are the
National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism and the National

15
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FUNDS FOR FEDERAL DRUG ABUSE PREVENTION AND

LAW ENFORCEMENT PROGRAMS

FY 1969.1975 (Obligations and outlays in millions)

Outlays

IIII obhoateons

219.3

129.0

I I81.4

1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975

Institute of Mental Health. As a result of a gradual phasing out of the
Special Action Office. NIDA will assume many of the present functions
and responsibilities of that agency by the end of Fiscal Year 1975.

The relationships resulting from this reorganization are reflected in
the chart located at the bottom of the following page.



CONSOLIDATED F T 1975 DRUG ABUSE PREVENTION AND DRUG LAW

ENFORCEMENT BUDGET

(Dollars in millions)

1.1' 1973 ISTIMATI: FY 174 ESTIMATE 1,Y 1975 ESTIMA1E

C111 GORN 13 A 0131. 01. i 1. 11 A OBI OUT!. IVA 01:11. OUTL

URl G AIR SE PREVEN1 ION ;23 9 463 7 ;64 7 io3 3 536,3 445 2 450 6 450 6 460 2

1)110 C111) PROGRAMS 400 2 340 0 136 j 409 0 440 0 345 5 344.1 344.1 353.8

0111ER 11;7 12;- I164 963 96,3 99 7 106.5 106.5 106.4

URl G 1 W. ENEORCI.M1 NT 2000 221 7 194 5 254.7 254.7 2443 294 5 294.5 293.4

GRAND IOTA!. "139 685 4 5591 760 0 791 0 689.9 745.1 745.1 753 6

Dti.t.; ath,c ctiot t uttta., lager I ederal ptogratui, mdtiding 61uti JtItI furfotaj grjrus

In addition to the increased program effectiveness and efficiency
expected as a result of this reorganization, the proximity of NIDA to
the National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism and the
National :nstitute of Mental Health will allow for closer policy
coordination among these related agencies.

NIDA will manage the great majority of Federal drug abuse
prevention activities.

The chart on page 18 best summarizes the overall coordinative ef-
fect of this policy.
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FEDERAL DRUG ABUSE PREVENTION RESPONSIBILITIES 1970 1971
INVOLVED AGE "WiES INVOLVED AGENCIES

LEAA

AGR

ELEMENTS OF DRUG ABUSE PREVENTION

0E0

TREATMENT REHABILITATION

EDUCATION'INFORMATION

DOT

TRAINING

RESEARCH

DOL SRS

C. POLICY, PROGRAM. AND BUDGET ANALYSIS

The following charts provide a budgetary overview of the Federal
drug abuse prevention effort by agent:y and program. The remaining
sections of this chapter describe ongoing and planned Federal drug
abuse preveltion initiatives in the areas of treatment and rehabilitation,
education. training. research and evaluation. Stratesy 1974 Action
Plans and Budgetary Projections ccompany each discussion, and the
prevention efforts of the Department of Defense. the Veterans
Administration, and the Bureau of Prisons are analyzed as distinct
systems. :0m:hiding the chapter is a discussion of Federal participation
in the field of international drug abuse treatment and prevention.

Treatment and Rehabilitation

Derelopment of Treatment Capacitr

The main thrust of the Administration's drug abuse prevention
policy over the past two years has been to develop and support a
nationwide network of heroin treatment centers to meet a level of
demand which State, local, and private treatment facilities were unabl.e
to accommodate.

18



PRIMARY FEDERAL DRUG ABUSE PREVENTION RESPONSIBILITIES

FY 1974 AND BEYOND
INVOLVED AGENCIES

DOC

AGR ELEMENTS OF DRUG ABUSE PREVENTION

DOL

LOOT j

TREATMENT/REHABILITATION

EDUCATION/INFORMATION

TRAINING

RESEARCH

INVOLVED AGENCIES

HUD

C0,1W1,1109 main' W9/0,10)04y

to be phased Out by end of FY 1976 or sooner

DEA

(BNDD)

rATD--

I DAP J

SRS

This Federal treatment expansion project was based on three
principles. First, the treatment of heroin users and addicts should be
given top priority. although services should be made available for other
types of aouse. Second. a range of treatment alternatives should bc
offered clients. including methadone maintenance and drug-free
therapy. Third. priority should be given to those seeking treatment
voluntarily

As a resuit of this initiative, greater treatment capacity was
developed during the past two and one-half years than in the preceding
50 years. The number of patients in programs supported by the Federal
Government increased from 16.000 to 82.000 during the same period.
Stimulated by this Federal leadership, the Nation's community drug
abuse treatment programs now have the capacity to treat over 150,000
opiate and non-opiate patients at any one time. About 130,000 of these
patients are being treated for opiate abuse while the remainder are in
treatment for problems with non-opiate drugs such as amphetamines,
barbiturates and hallucinogens. About half of the total drug abuse
patients are in programs funded by the Federal government. Seventy
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percent of these patients in federally funded programs are being treated
for opiate problems and 30 percent are in treatment for non-opiate
problems. Most significantly, the number of individuals on heroin
treatment "waiting lists" has dwindled to 2,000-3,000 in one geograph-
ical area, declining from a high point of 30,000 in 1972. (Charts on the
following pages illustrate growth and nature of Federal treatment
capacity.)

One of the major e velopments of the last year was the emergence
of excess treatment capacity in many cities after years of waiting lists in
these same cities. In response to this development the Federal
government decided to hold its total capacity to 95,000 community-
based treatment slots, to develop outreach programs to bring more
untreated ding abusers into treatment, to open up the treatment system
to non-opiate abusers, and to draw down funding in programs which
had unused treatment capacity and reallocate this money to com-
munities which continue to have an unmet treatment demand. It is not
yet clear whether the drop in treatment demand in some cities signals a
national decline in treatment demand or whether the treatment
capacity was simply overdeveloped in these communities. The issue of
possible diminishing demand for treatment, along with the level of
State and local drug abuse prevention funding, will play a major role in
determining the size of the Fiscal Year 1976 Federal drug abuse
prevention budget request.

Treatment and Rehabilitation Priorities

In light of this encouraging progress, Federal treatment and
rehabilitation policy for the remainder of Fiscal Year 1974 and for
Fiscal Year 1975 will reflect the following priorities:

To maintain current opiate treatment capacity and to continue
to make treatment programs available for the multi-drug and
nonopiate drug abusers.
To initiate and support a variety of outreach programs designed
to bring into treatment drug abusers, particularly hard-core
heroin addicts, who have not sought out available treatment
services on their own.
To increase and imprcire coordination between drug treatment
programs and existing job training, job placement, and rehabili-
tation programs.
To upgrade the quality and efficiency of the entire Federal drug
treatment and rehabilitation capability.
To bolster the State and local rest _me to drug abuse and
gradually return program management authority to the States.
(This policy will be discussed in Chapter V.)

20
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FY 1975 DRUG ABUSE PREVENTION AGENCY CROSSCUT

- DIRECTED PROGRAMS -

(Dollars in millions)

AGFNCY
FY 1973 FY 1974 FY 1975

OUTL13 .\ OBL O1TL II \ 0111. OU OBL

SAODAP 51 9 39 9 4.9 51 0 53.1 54.9 18 0 18.0 38.4

HEW
SIDA _2277 179 9 121 I 243 8 2'27 183.5 216 6 216 6 203.5
OF 12.4 1 2 3 11.1 5 7 5.7 8 0 -0- -0- 8.0
SRS 1 4 I 4 2 3 1.0 10 1 3 0 8 0.8 0.9

OW (23 01* (23 01* 116 51* 4)- -0- -0- 4) 4)-

VA 25 6 2i 6 25 6 25 5 25 5 25.5 26.5 26.5 26.5

JUSTICL
BOP 34 34 34 45 4.5 4.5 78 78 7.8
LI AA 0h 0o 02 I3 1.3 I .0 I4 I4 1.3

I)FA 2 6 2 3 I 6 2.6 2.6 1.9 2.6 2.6 19

1)01) 74 6 74 6 68 I 73 6 73 6 64.9 70 4 70.4 65.5

1 orm. 40 2 340 0 238 3 409 0 440 0 345 5 344 I 344.1 353.8

*Included in total. for N11)A

FY 1975 DRUG ABUSE PREVENTION PROGRAM CROSSCUT

- DIRECTED PROGRAMS -

(Dollars in millions)

PROGRAM ( ATI CORN
IY 1973

0131.

iRt ATMI NI RLHABILITA TION 266 3 227 5

1.1)( CATION INFORM A I ION 2' 0 :5 6

rRAINIV, t17 I C 6

RI SI ARCII 64: :24

VALL A I loN 44 .14

PLANNINGLARI CHO
1(,1 l'PORT t4

IOTA( DIRK 1 I I) PROGRAMs 400 2 140 0

0(11 ti A

FY 1974

OBI. 017L BiA

EY 1975

OBL OUTL

147 0 274 7 106 5 22o 7 241 3 241 3 240 9

:6 2 200 20 0 21 2 16 ; 5 23

129 226 226 197 I 4 144 I55

134 02 4 :10 46.2 46 2 46 I

3 ; 34 34 24 25 25 2r.

2 ti 2:I 245 232 _232 248

238 z, 400 440 0 34i5 344I 344I 353 8
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1. Opiate Treatment Priority

Treatment for opiate abuse will continue to receive top priority in
those centers which are operated or supported by the Federal
Government. As in the past. each client will be offered a number of
treatment modalities including drug-free therapy as well as methadone
maintenance and other chemotherapeutic techniques. This policy has
also been reflected in State and local treatment programs across the
nation. Of the national census of the 130,000 patients receiving
treatment for opiate abuse, approximately 60 percent are in methadone
treatment, an additional 4 percent are in detoxification treatment, and
the remainder -about 36 percent -are in drug-free treatment programs.

In federally funded programs for opiate abuse, 55 percent are in
methadone maintenance programs, 3 percent in detoxification pro-
grams. and 42 percent are in drug-free programs.

The Federal Government has viewed methadone maintenance as
only one of a number of effective modalities for the treatment or
heroin abuse or other forms of opiate abuse. Methadone has proven to
be of great value in stabilizing the hard-core heroin addict, thereby
facilitating a resumption of productive patient activity. However, one
problem encountered in recent years has been the emergence of an illicit
market in methadone. caused by lax clinical procedures and in some
areas by insufficient methadone treatment capacity. In order to permit
an orderly expansion of methadone treatment programs while minimiz-
ing the diversion of methadone, the Food and Drug Administration
last year promulgated strict regulations governing the use of methadone
in treatment programs. These regulations, which took effect in March
of 1973. require the following:

(I) minimal staffing patterns:
(2) mandatory patient informed consent;
(3) emphasis on the role of the physician:
(4) documentation of all medical determinations at intake;
(5) documentation of patient progress toward rehabilitation;
(6) documented linkages with accessible medical services within the

community;
(7) a mechanism for requiring urine testing laboratories serving

methadone treatment programs to participate and perform
satisfactorily in .1 federally-approved proficiency testing
program:

(8) a "closed" distribution system for methadone in which metha-
done would be available for appropriate treatment and medic-
inal purposes as authorized by Federal and State governments;

(9) the development of a close relationship between State-
designated methadone authorities and the FDA.
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NUMBER OF FEDERALLY FUNDED DRUG TREATMENT PROGRAMS

Community Based

NonCommunity

6 AGENCIES REPRESENTED:

N1DA
VA
DOD
BOP
LEAA"
HUU**

24
BOP

NID Al 20

1/1/70

BOP

NIDA

HUD

200

U.E
86

.",.

55

36
BOP

rrrot:LEA\ 14.

NIDA 26 VA V134 r..

VA {T67!
1/1/71 1/1/72

DOD

BOP

NIDA

HUD

LEAA

VA

926

1/1/73 1/1/74

Includes 0E0 programs (remaining programs were transferred to NI DA in the

fall of 1973).
1/1/72 DOD facilities data unavailable: 1/1/74 data reflect 10/31/73 facilities

totals worldwide.
The bulk of LEAAfunded treatment programs are block action grants;

discretionary treatment funding is being phased out during FY 1974.

The model cities program, under which city agencies have utilized federal block

grant inter alia to support drug abuse related activities, is being phased out

during FY 1974.

c%2.122 0 74 . t
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CLIENTS IN TREATMENT IN FEDERALLY SPONSORED PROGRAMS
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Fderally sponsored programs are those directly operated uy the Federal Government MOD,
VA, 80P1 or those primarily supported in whole or part by categorical grants and contracts. In
addition, we estimate that in 1973, State, local and private programs were providing care to
about 80,000 drug users and addicts We estimate that in the period following 1975 the
reduction in the growth of the heroin problem will be reflected in a reduction in the number of
clients in treatment.

The Methadone Treatment Policy Review Board in which represen-
tatives of all Federal agencies involved with methadone treatment
participateis responsible for reviewing the implementation of these
guidelines on the Federal, State, and local levels, resolving complex
issues of interpretation, and developing revisions as appropriate. (A
chart describing the Federal commitment to chemotherapeutic vs.
nonchemotherapeutic care appears on the following page.)

Heroin treatment remains the first priority of the Federal Govern-
ment. The Federal Government will complement State, local, and
private resources to ensure that adequate treatment capacity exists in
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APPROXIMATE DISTRIBUTION OF FY 1974.1975 TREATMENT SLOTS

COMMUNITY BASED
TREATMENT SLOTS IN
DIRECTED PROGRAMS
(about 5160M'year in Federal
Funds) WITH STATE LOCAL
MATCH (about S4OM year)
WHERE APPLICABLE
(about 95,000 slots)

COMMUNITY BASED
TREATMENT SLOES
SUPPORTED BY FEDERAL
BLOCK GRANTS (about
10,000 slots and
520M Federal Funds)

TREATMENT SLOTS
NOT SUPPORTED BY
FEDERAL FUNDS
(about 111,000
slots and 5210M
state local funds)

INSTITUTIONAL
TREATMENT SLOTS
(VA DOD BOP)
(about 31,000 Slots
and 570M Federal
funds)

TOTAL 249,000

Nor.' State ari weal tatureS shown above are estimates based on 'muted data and are accurate
to about t 151, 1)01) esiiinale based upon protected average monthly levels of treatment
service itifvfry linchdks inpatient, residentfa), and outpatient services)

(OOD 20,000
' VA 8,000
1801' 5,000

33,000

the United States to treat all heroin addicts who enter treatment.
Additionally. the Federal Government will vigorously pursue programs
designed to reach out and bring addicts into treatment who have been
reluctant to enter treatment or have failed treatment in the past.

While the heroin priority is clear. the Federal Government will also

continue to make treatment available for the multi-drug and nonopiate
abusers. Any excess capacity in existing treatment facilities will
continue to be available for these groups.

The Federal Government will closely monitor the use of treatment
resources to ensure that Federal funds are efficiently utilized. Unused
treatment resources will be reprogramed to meet the drug abuse
treatment demands of other communities.

Finally cooperative efforts will continue to be developed with
health and law enforcement agencies to control indiscriminate pre-
scribing practices on the part of those physicians who are currently in
violation of sound medical standards.

2 Federal Outreach initiatives

A, part of the Administration's comprehensive approach to drug

abuse prevention. innovative Federal outreach programs are being
developed by the Special Action Office and NIDA to identify and refer
to treatment those drug abusers and particularly hard-core heroin
addiLN who have not been reached by or responded to customary
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incentives. Included are those individuals who have received treatment,
relapsed into drug abuse and failed to return for care.

A survey of costing outreach efforts, including those in areas such
as physical and mental health, alcoholism, and juvenile- delinquency, will
be conducted this year under the auspices of the Special Action Office.
In addition to this survey, pilot demonstration outreach projects will be
established in several cities, based on the following five models:

Offender population in the criminal justice system-An ex-
panded TASC concept (Treatment Alternatives to Street Crime
programs. discussed in Chapter IV) is being designed to relate to
all levels of the criminal justice system.
Industry -Investigate efficacy of linkage with industry which
would make treatment information available.
Students -Demonstration peer counseling and school-based
early intervention programs will be initiated.
Patients with medical complications of drug abuse-This model
will link hospital emergency rooms, specialty out-patient clinics,
and in-patient units with community treatment facilities.
Active addicts and treatment program dropouts-Patients will
be encouraged to attract their peers into treatment programs.
Also, mobile vans with treatment and referral facilities will be
tested in areas where the incidence of drug abuse is particularly
hiet.

The specific type of outreach techniques utilized in any community
will depend upon the magnitude and type of the drug problem, the size
of the area beilig served, the referral services already present, staff
preferences, and the availability of specific untreated or hard-to-rt. _h
target populations.

These programs will be evaluated according to such criteria as the
number of individuals referred for treatment, past drug history or
treatment everience of patients, and program success rates. Special
Action Office and NIDA analyses will include recommendations on
staffing patterns and cost so that the outreach concept may be
incorporated into Fiscal Year 1975 treatment and rehabilitation
projects.

3. Rehabilitation of the Treatment Client

If Federal, State, and local drug abuse treatment services are to be
more than temporary holding operations, they must assure that their
clients can have access to a range of rehabilitation alternatives,
including basic education opportunities, vocational counseling, skills
training and job placement.

NIDA and the Special Action Office are now concentrating on
important operational considerations in coordination with existing
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Federal, State, and local efforts. What types of rehabilitation services are
most effective for various types of individuals? At what point during
treatment should such services be introduced? Do artificial barriers
exclude ex-drug abusers from training and employment opportunities?
If so, how can these barriers be eliminated?

The following NIDA and Special Action Office projects are aimed
at resolving these issues:

"Jobs for Ex-Drug Abusers" programs, involving job counseling
and placement services are now operational in four major cities.
These Federal projects are being carried out in cooperation with
Opportunities Industrialization Centers in Boston and Detroit
and with the Mayor's offices in Philadelphia and Chicago.
Client follow-up studies are now being conducted to determine
the employment potential of clients who have received drug-
free rather than methadone maintenance therapy.
Plans for manpower and rehabilitation projects are being
developed with the Department of Labor, the Social and
Rehabilitation Service, and the Civil Service Commission.
Federal assistance is being provided to the States and to the
Joint Commission on the Accreditation of Hospitals to aid the
development of treatment and rehabilitation statutes and
accreditation standards, respectively.
A federally funded national media campaign will focus on the
employment potential of ex-drug abusers and on the myths
which have heretofore fostered discrimination.

4. Upgrading the Quality of Care

A third major priority for Fiscal Year 1974 and Fiscal Year 1975
involves upgrading the quality and accountability of all federally
funded treatment and rehabilitation efforts. The Special Action Office
and NIDA are currently engaged in a four-part program to achieve this
goal. The components of that effort include: (1) the funding of Central
Intake Units: (2) the development of treatment standards and guide-
lines for all federally supported projects; (3) provision of technical
assistance to community-based treatment facilities, and (4) implementa-
tion of data collection systems.

The development of a national network of drug abuse treatment
and rehabilitation facilities which can provide quality care to drug
abusers is a dynamic. continuous process. As part of the continuous
process of improvement. Central Intake Units have now been estab-
lished to provide diagnostic evaluations of patients, followed by
monitored referral to appropriate local treatment programs. This
mechanism is designed to assure client access to all available treatment
modalities and to encourage more efficient use of community
resources.
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The current Federal approach regarding drug abuse treatment
quality standards is to assist the Single State Agencies and their
emerging State licensure systems -along with the professional and
paraprofessional drug abuse treatment community to develop appro-
priate quality service delivery standards. The new Federal funding
criteria (discussed in Chapter V) for treatment services specify only the
minimum standards, such as elements of appropriate service to be
provided at a cost level which maximizes treatment capability. Model
staffing patterns and costs are being identified and service delivery
models are being designed for each treatment modality. For the most
part. however, the funding criteria facilitate increased State 'and local
responsibility regarding programmatic and fiscal decisions.

The Federal Government's role in ."..veloping treatment standards
must be viewed as only part of a larger effort. States are in the process
of establishing their own minimum standards for licensure of both
public and private treatment, rehabilitation, and prevention programs
which in many cases will be more stringent than the Federal guidelines.

In addition, the Special Action Office is sponsoring the develop-
ment of voluntary accreditation standards for drug abuse programs.
Optimal achievable standards will be formulated by treatment profes-
sionals and will he implemented by a national health facility accrediting
organization.

A federally administered system of on-site clinical technical
assistance has also been designed to help the States and communities
upgrade the quality of treatment services. Such assistance ranges from
instruction on specific drug treatment techniques to expert guidance on
appropriate workload levels and cost ranges.

Finally, a new system of data collection is contributing to the
upgrading of Federal drug treatment programs. The key element of this
project is the Client Oriented Data Acquisition Process (CODAP). By

providing essential information on the nature, extent, and severity of
drug :abuse as measured by admission to treatment programs, CODAP
functions as a sensing mechanism for the identification of potential
problems and appropriate areas for research. CODAP is also designed to
provide treatment personnel -yv itli sufficient client information to assure
quality care. In this regard, the patient's right to confidentiality will be

fully respected.
These initiatives constitute a balanced effort o upgrade the quality

of treatment, to enhance the accountability of treatment program
grantees, and to increase the overall efficiency of the Federal drug
abuse treatment system..

The Strategy 1974 Action Plan and Budgetary Projection for drug
abuse treatment and rehabilitation are as follows:

Programs offering both drug-free and chemotherapeutic treat-
ment for opiate abusers will continue to be funded at levels
adequate to serve the estimated national demand for such
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services, in partnership with State, local, and private funding
sources. Treatment programs will also continue to offer services
to mul tiple-drug abusei s.
Demonstration outreach programs will be designed and
managed by the Special Action Office and NIDA to identify
and treat heroin users who have not previously sought treat-
ment.
During Fiscal Year 1975 the Federal Government will support
approximately 95.000 treatment slots.
NIDA and Special Action Office projects in the area of drug
abuse rehabilitation will include: continuing the "Jobs for
Ex-Drug Abusers" program: conducting client follow-up
studies; planning joint manpower projects with the Department
of Labor, the Social and Rehabilitation Service, and the Civil
Service Commission: providing technical assistance to the States
in the area of licensing: and preparing a national media
campaign aimed at reducing job discrimination against ex-drug
abusers'
Increased emphasis will be placed on upgrading the quality of
drug treatment and rehabilitation programs through the funding
of Central Intake Units. the formulation of improved standards
and operating guidelines, the provision of increased technical
assistance to States and communities., and the implementation
of effective data collection systems.

D. EDUCATION AND INFORMATION

Education

Since public education is primaril! a State and local responsibility.
the Federal Government's role in school-based drug abuse prevention
efforts should be limited. Federal efforts in this area have focused on:

conducting demonstration projects to test promising approaches
to drug abuse education:
evaluating selected drug education programs operating on the
Federal. State, and local levels: and
disseminating information on new program techniques through-
out the education community.

The necessity for more direct Federal involvement in this field became
obvious in the early 1970's.

In the period when the heroin crisis posed its greatest threat to
American society and in particular to its youth population, the
potential of drug abuse education as an antidote for this problem
remained largely undeveloped. The Administration's first initiative in
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this field. therefore. was to coordinate a comprehensive evaluation of
Federal. State. and local drug abuse education and information efforts.

Results indiLatcd that drug education efforts within our schools
were not Lontrbuting signifLantly to the reduction of drug abuse. In
the great majority of instances. these programs were based on the
principle of fear as deterrence. Ma programs assumed that deterrence
could be effected by prosuling information about the negative

Lonsequences of drug abuse: whether medical. legal. or moral. Too
often such cull-mad failed to induce measurable positive attitudinal or
behavioral change

Most importantly, it has become evident [ht serious misuse of
ditrgs IS not randoml scattered throughout the student population. but
is generally concentrated among individuals vv ho demonstrate a broad
range of deviant social behavior. Data recently gathered from programs
now operating in California. Michigan. and New York illustrate that
certain ty pes of early intervention programs are able to influence
attitudinal and behavioral change among groups believed to be highly
vulnerable to drug misuse. For this reason. State and local education
agencies can now establish realistic educational objectives and priorities.
The Federal demonstration effort allows local school systems to
obseve model programs and determine their relevance to local needs.

The main Federal effort in the field of drug abuse education will be
the demonstration of a school-based early intervention program which
will concentrate on junior high and high school populations. This
demonstration model will focus professional counseling and group
discussion in daily sessions on pre-selected student volunteers deter-
mined to be plum: to drug abuse. Directly related to this new emphasis

on school-based intervention is the IIEW Office of Education pre-
.)en ice and in-service teacher training program. This effort provides a
means for institutions involved in teacher education to enhance the
competence of teachers and other school personnel in the drug
prevention area. A variety of approaches will be developed and
evaluated to determine the most eiT..Ltive way of training educational

porvinnel to respond to drug misuse among students.
It Is important to stress that placing a new Federal emphasis on

secondary-level early intervention programs does not imply a reduction
of effort in the primary grades. On the contrary,. Federal efforts will
continue to support promising and innovative programs. In addition,
research will be initiated to determine the types of primary-level
curricula most likely to deter future involvement with drugs.

Information

On the basis of its own surveys. the Special Action Office noted
serious deficiencies in the tone and content of drug information being
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rY 1975 DRUG AP! SE PREVENTION DISCRETIONARY AGENCY BUDGET

- TREATMENT/REHABILITATION CROSSCUT -
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produced on Federal, State, and local levels. Materials proved to be
overly simplified and inaccurate. At times youth-oriented information
appeared to have the counterproductive effect of encouraging drug
experimentation.

For this r mon, the Administration announced on April 1, 1973, a
six-month drug information moratorium, during which an intensive
evaluation of drug information materials was conducted and new media
standards ;mu guidelines were developed for all federally supported
prevention activities.

Messages found to be ineffective, and perhaps counterproductive as
well, included '!loA, based solely on fear of punishment as a deterrent
to drug abuse. Messages contending that the use of a specific drug
always or never causes a particular physical or psychological condition,
or that any one treatment modality is "the answer" to the drug abuse
problem were also found to be inadequate.

Due to these findings, all federally supported information materials
on drug abuse prevention are now being removed from circulation or
updated. New materials will be required to follow improved procedural
and content guidelines recently formulated by the Special Action
Office.
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The basic concept underlying the new media message is that social
groups the family in particular represent potent resources for pre-
venting drug abuse. [he content guidelines for drug abuse prevention
information, therefore, stress youth-adult communication, deferred
gratification, and healthy lifestyles and productive career aspirations
with which youth may identify.

The Strategy 1974 Action Plan and Budgetary Projection for drug
abuse education and information are as follows:

The Special Action Office, N1DA, and the U.S. Office of
Education (OE) will coordinate a nationwide school-based
intervention program. Educational teams will he trained in
techniques of school-based early intervention during 1974 and
1975. These team members will form the nucleus of a national
manpower pool and serve as models for similar training efforts
sponsored by State and local governments. Techniques for
training will be based upon the results of pilot projects being
conducted during Fiscal Yeae 1974 to determine the most
effective' approaches to early intervention in school-based
community programs.
OE will develop models for pre-service and . -vice teacher
training and will continue to facilitate joint co. anity-school
prevention efforts.
The moratorium on release of media material has been lifted.
Federally funded drug abuse prevention materials will be
pretested and will conform to the new content guidelines.

FY 1975 DRUG ABUSE PREVENTION DISCRETIONARY AGENCY BUDGET

- EDUCATION/INFORMATION CROSSCU1 -
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E. TRAINING

The Federal drug abuse prevention training effort is presently being
coordinated by the Special Action Office and NIDA. The purpose of
this program is to develop qualified service delivery and administrative
manpower in the drug abuse field. In further support or this aim, NIDA
and the Special Action Office will conduct a comprehensive analysis of
personnel needs aimed at adapting the current Federal manpower
capability to problem trends and changing policy emphases in the areas
of prevention and treatment.

The Administration's Fiscal Year 1975 training strategy is based on
three objectives:

(1) To assure the availability of qualified personnel to staff Federal
treatment and prevention programs. as well as State-level
program planning. coordination, and implementation:

(2) To train members of the medical and social service professions
in drug treatment and rehabilitation techniques:

(3) To train personnel of privately funded programs aimed at
serving hard-to-reach, high-risk populations.

NIDA grant and contract training programs have been designed to
achieve these three objectives.

Staffing Government-Funded Treatment and Prevention Programs

Regional Training Centers are currently in operation to staff NIDA,
VA. and DOD drug treatment and rehabilitation programs as well as
locally funded centers. Training curricula cover such topics as pharma-
cology, specialized health care problems.. alternative ;approaches to
opiate and nonopiate abuse: individual and group treatment techniques
and program management. Speck.!ized curricula pertaining to Single
State Agency functi ms also include techniques for problem idtntifi-
cation, program planet ing, and fiscal management.

Set:ondly. the National Training Center administered by NIDA will
continue to sere as a model for developing. %Middling. and testing those
training techniques and methodologies which have potential for
application in drug abuse treatment, rehabilitation and prevention
programs. In pursuit of this goal the Center trains Federal. State. and
local go%ernment officials and health professionals engaged in com-
munity drug prevention programs.

Training Health Professionals

N1DA programs supp.,rt ph%sicians, pst chologists, social workers.
nurses. and counselors working in the drug abuse treatment and
prevention field.
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Reachiiw High-Risk Groups

NIDA is presently assisting the National Council of Free Clinics to
sponsor drug abuse training seminars and formal ccarses to the staff
members of 59 free clinics throughout the nation. These clinics have
been suLcessful in attracting and helping o large segment of the
drug-abusing population which has a% oided more conventional treat-
ment settings

Action Plan and Budgetary Projection

The Strategy 1974 Action Plan and Budgetary Projection for drug
abuse training are as follows:

NIDA will continue to develop and implement the major
portion of the Federal drug abuse training program.
The Special Action Office and NIDA will continue to analyze
and publish research data on the skills and personnel needed to
support the drug abuse prevention and treatment system.
The National Drug Abuse Training Center will continue to
produce curriLulom material and to make this material available
to the Regional ['raining Centers and the Office of Education
training centers.
Office of Education Regional Training Centers will conduct
pre- ser\ice and in-service training for school-based early inter-
vention programs on a demonstration basis.
Federal training centers will focus on treatment and rehabilita-
tion, single State agency planning and administration, job
development and placement, early intervention, and outreach.

F. RESEARCH

Federal Research Priorities

Basic and elinica. Fesea r eh in support of Federal drug abuse
prevention programs is funded by the Special Action Office, NIDA, the
Department of Defense, and the Veterans Administration, although the
preponderance of support for biomedical, psycho/social and epidemio-
logical research projects emanates from NIDA. The Special Action
Office and NIDA are prese !ly coordinating a comprehensive research
plan designed to identif!, and measure changes in the dimensions and
nature of the national drug abuse problem, to prevent duplication and
to fill gaps in our knowledge about drug abuse prevention. The five
major priorities of this drug prevention research strategy are:

(I) Developing new pharmacological therapies, including narcoti':
antagonists and long-acting therapeutic drugs, and integrating
them into an optional treatment program;
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(2) Caging the abuse potential of new drugs and tracking new
pat terns of abuse;

(3) Continuing ieseaiLli into the long-term effects of marihuana

(4) Further advancing current epidemiological knouledge of drug
abuse:

(5) Elucidating sociocultural, fanul, . and personality Nariables
related to potential drug abuse.

Research Project Initiatives

Improved Treatment Techniques

The use of narcotic antagonists to treat opiate addiction continues
to shoNN promise. Present emphasis is On the rapid development and
eNaluation of promising new compounds in order to shorten the time
bet een initial drug development and large-scale clinical evaluation and
Ilse

While the development of improved chemotherapeutic approaches
remains the top Federal drug research priority, NIDA and the Special
Action Office are sponsoring the development of new biochemical
treatment techniques for nonopiate and multiple drug abuse. A
nonchemical therapeutic approach of considerable promise is the
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experimental modification of drug-abusing behmior. Behavior modifica-
tion teclmiques, which have yielded some success in the treatment of
psychiatric pauents and alcoholics,, are now being extended on an
experimental basis to heroin addicts and other drug abusers. On the

basis of tavorable preliminary result'. these innovative projects will be
expanded during tiscal years 1974 and 1975.

Improved methodologies for detecting drugs of abuse in body fluids
and tissues is also a high-priority objective. The development of an
automated methodology for routine analysis and of highly quantitative
methods for research application are two important examples.

.\'cw Drugs and New Patterns of Abuses

IncrLased emphasis will now be placed on measuring the actual
extent of such problems as multiple drug abuse to determine the need
for further research. This will include drug-interaction studies.

As part of the continuing research effort on the effects of
nonopiate drug'. emphasis will be placed on certain previously
underresearched psychoactive substances. For example, cocaine has
been the subject of relatively little research, although there is some
evidence that abuse of this drug is increasing. This drug's metabolism,
toxiLity. neurophysiological effects. influence on behavior and int:r-
active effects with other drugs all merit study. Another example is

ethdqualone, particularly in the context of use in combination with
other dangerous substances.

Ongoing Marihuana Research

The marihuana research program has provided a crucial source of
information concerning the public health implications of the increas-
ingly widespread use of this drug. The first three annual Marihuana and
Health reports have successfully summarized the state of our knowledge
and have served as a data base for deliberations on public policy.

With the development of an increasingly complete picture of the
acute effects of cannabis, the emphasis is now shifting to more detailed
examination of the implications of long-term, chronic use and to
possible interactive effects of marihuana in combination with other licit
and illicit substances.

Since widespread cannabis use has a relatively short hist ,ry in the
United States, stt.dies of chronic use must he done in countries where

long-term use is traditional. During Fiscal Year 1975, such studies will
be extended due to the availability of larger research samples. Research

on the implications of chronic marihuana use will also be conducted in
this country as groups of long-time users are identified,

Marihuana use continues to diffuse in both younger and older
populations, and the drug is increasingly used with other commonly
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available drugs. For these reasons, drug interaction studies are neces-
sary. For the present, primary emphasis is being placed on those
interactions most likely, on clinical or theoretical grounds, to involve
adverse consequences, particularly if actual patterns of combined use
have been noted.

Adranced Epidemiological Research

Rational program planning for drug abuse prevention requires
reliable information on the extent and patterns of drug abuse in the
Amerman population. Recent nationwide surveys into the incidence
and praalence of drug abuse among the population in general and
among such groups as high school and college students in particular
have been of invaluable use in determining shifting trend, of drug
abuse.

An additional important epidemiological effort is now being
undertaken to determine the extent and consequences of drug abuse in
industry. Despite the obvious relationship between drug use and
industrial saiety and productivity. there have been virtually no
systematiL attempts to evaluate the implications of drug abuse in the
industrial context.

Finally, efforts are underway to determine nonpsychiatric conse-
quences of drug abuse. Particular emphasis will be placed on evaluat;ng
drug-related deaths as an indicator both of mortality associated with
drug use and of the extent of drug involvement.

Links Between Social Psychological Variables
and Drug Abuse Risk

An ability to predict what kinds of individuals would be likely to
succeed or fail in treatment programs would greatly facilitate the
development of effective drug abuse prevention strategies.
quently, , experimental prediction scales are now being developed by
NIDA for use in the prevention of drug abuse and in tailoring
therapeutic intenention to prevalent patterns of use. These scales will
necessarily be based on the identification and analysis of psycho-social
factors whkh may Lontribute to preventing or encouraging drug abuse
in groups know n to have disproportionately high potential for serious
drug abuse involvement.

The Strategy 1974 Action Plan and Budgetary Projection in the
drug abuse research area are as follows:

The NIDA research programs discussed above will be imple-
mented as will those research efforts unique to the Department
of Defense'. the Veterans Administration, and the Social and
Rehabilitation ServiLe and the Drug Enforcement Administra-
tion.
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the Special Action Office will establish up to three new clinical
research centers which will integrate more closely the activities

of basic rescalch and applied research. The existing centers will
_ontinue to develop ways of facilitating the clinical application

of basic research findinizs.
Hie Lexington Clinical Research Center has been closet' and its

iacilities have been transferred to the Bureau of Prisons,

primarily for use in the rehabilitation of drug-dependent
inmates. The Addiction Research Center, also located at
Lexington, Kentucky, will continue its operations and will be
funded by NIDA.
NIDA will continue' its research into the long-term effects of
cannabis use.
the Special Action Office will fund additional clinical studies

and tests in the following areas:

I . Development of barbiturate antagonists.
Development of snthetic substitutes
gesics,

3. Final studies to refine naltrexon
4. Clinical tests in humans for .

narcotic antagonists.
5. Clinical studies of long-acting

than L-a pha -ace ty Im t d ol

6. Chronic toxicity study of new
effects.

e.
safety and efficacy of the

for narcotic anal-

narcotic substitutes other

agents and their preclinteal

The Special Action Office in conjunction with NIDA will
purchase and make auilable an adequate supply of antagonists.
narcotiLsubstitutesind detoxification agents for use in research

studies.

G. EVALUATION

Just as piogress is being made on the program level in the

pieNention and Lontiol of ding abuse. the mechanisms for evaluating
these progiammatIL efforts aie improving. The Special Action Office
conduits and hinds ealuation projeLts, coordinates evaluations con-

ducted b other departments and agencies. establishes evaluation

priorities I or the entire Federal drug abuse prevention system. and

assines the referral of findings to the appropriate agencies. Ongoing

actiN me. are anal zed to determine progiam progress. to define

progani needs must he met to achieve program goals, and to

asses: the actual effect of programs on then- intended beneficiaries and

on the drug problem in general.
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Federal drug abuse evaluation studies focus on three categories. The
first category is client outcome. The impact of programs on client
behavior is measured in terms of social adjustment, criminal activity,
drug usage patterns, and health and emotional stability.

The second evaluation category, labeled delivery systems, covers
the mechanics of program delivery. Staff skills, costs, adequacy of
facilities, and program structure are studied in order to assess program
efficiency. This information can be linked with program effectiveness
data (e.g., client outcomes) to provide cost-benefit analysis of pro-
grams. In addition, optimal delivery systems can be developed for all
types of programs, including treatment clinics, prevention programs,
and manpower training projects.

The third category, community structure, pertains to the relation-
ship between drug abuse prevention or treatment programs and the
total community. The degree to which drug programs utilize available
community services such as welfart., job training, and other health care
systems is being assessed as part ot' this effort. The goal of
community - related analysis is to determine the extent to which the
total community infrastructure is encouraging or hampering drug abuse
prevention and treatment efforts.

The Federal evaluation strategy reflects the need both for imme-
diat: information and for long-range studies of client outcome and
program impact. Several short-term evaluation studies of Federal drug
treatment an education efforts have been completed under Special
Action Office sponsorship. Additional, more comprehensive studies are
currently underway. and others are scheduled to begin shortly.

Major accomplishments in the evaluation area over the past year
have included:

Completion of a pilot evaluation study of client outcomes and
program operations for ten community-based treatment pro-
grams;
Initiation of follow-up studies of clients treated by the
Department of Defense and Veterans Administration programs;
Analysis of programs funded under the Narcotic Addict
Rehabilitation Act (NARA), including an assessment of the
delivery system for Titles 1 and Ill; a literature survey of the
effectiveness of similar programs operating in New York and
California: reinterviews of former NARA 1/111 clients first
interviewed a year ago to assess the stability of outcomes; and
initiation of a follow-up study of NARA II clients treated by
the Bureau of Prisons:
Development and wide distribution of a methodology for
conducting "quick" evaluation of treatment programs: and
Completion of several pilot evaluation studies of education,
prevention, and training programs funded the Federal
Government.
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FY 1975 DRUG ABUSE PREVENTION DISCRETIONARY AGENCY BUDGET
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Treatment and Rehabilitation

The first Federal priority for the remainder of Fiscal Year 1974 and
for Fiscal Year 1975 in the drug abuse evaluation field will be to
analyze the various types of programs offering treatment and rehabili-
tation services to drug abusers. The Special Action Office is currently
sponsoring client follow-up studies in some cities. These studies will test
the effectiveness of differing opiate-treatment modalitieswith an
emphasis on methadone treatmentthrough interviews with former
patients and through analysis of specific behavioral outcome data.

Specific evaluations of mandatory treatment are now underway.

Examples are civil commitment programs and the treatment/
rehabilitation programs conducted by the Bureau of Prisons. A major
client follow-up study of the Federal civil commitment program has
been conducted to determine its effectiveness, and a project involving
the reinterviewing of a sample of participants in the original survey is
now in progress in order to test the stability of outcomes over the past

year. The Treatment Alternatives to Street Crime Program (TASC), to
be discussed in detail in Chapter IV, is also the subject of ongoing
Special Action Office evaluation.
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Education 'Early Intervention

Compared to the instuents employ Al in treatment evaluation.
those used in the held of drug eduk.ation and early intervention have
been relatively unsophisticated. IIovevci, several studies now in
progress are designed to test current education prevention efforts now
being funded. Since' ,:cool based early intervention piojeets have
impressed obseivers. these efforts are being stiutimied through the use
of -rapid evaluation- technique,.

Action Plan and Budgetary Projection

An evaluation of selected components of the Office of Education's
"Help Communities Help Themselves" program. which provides train-
ing for drug abuse pievention teams from a variety of local commun-
itie,. found that training centers were effective in motivating trainees
and building team,. Comparison with a control group of teams which
had not received tiainng indicated that most of the trained teams
worked together to sonic' degree after training, while most of the
untrained teams failed to function at all.

A preliminary evaluation of the SPARK (School Prevention of
Addit.tion through Rehabilitation and Knowledge) program in the New
York City public school system has also produced encouraging results.
This S3.6 million program. administered by the New York City Board
of Education: has led to significant changes in behavior for students in
the program as compared to a control group. The four criteria used
weie number of referral, for drug-related activity. number of school
absences. average grade levels. and average number of misbehavior
events.

The Strategy 1974 Action Plan and Budgetary Projection for drug
abuse program evaluation are as follows:

Client outcome studies are planned for selected cities:
Existing evaluation mechanisms will be reviewed for the
purpose' of improving management and program operation
techniques:
Evaluations will he conducted in new or expanded program
areas such as outreach programs and school-based early inter-
vention efforts.
The imp -; of funding Single State Agencies rather than
individual projects will be evaluated by comparing such factors
as number of individuals treated, quality of treatment and cost.
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H. DRUG ABUSE PREVENTION EFFORTSDEPARTMENT
OF DFNS,VTERANS ADMINISTRATION, AND
BUREAU OF PRISONS

While the' National Institute on Drug Abuse is the main source of
drug abuse treatment and prevention services on the Federal level,
complementary treatment *stems for specialired populations are being
administered by the Department of Defense, the Veterans Mministra-
tion, and the Bureau of Prisons.

Department of Defense

Drug abuse' in the armed services, which was considered critical only
two vein's ago, has kr gely been brought under control. By establishing
early identification. treatment and education programs, the Defense
Department has effectively curbed the widespread use' of heroin -a
phenomenon which reached its peak among United States servicemen
stationed in Southeast Asia during early 1971. DOD has now developed
a comprehensive alcohol and drug abuse prevention system both at
home and abroad.
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The role of the Defense Department in the coming year will be to
continue reducing the incidence rate of drug abuse among members of
the armed forces. In order to accomplish this goal, DOD will:

1) Improve and refine procedures and techniques to assure the
early identification of drug abusers;

2) Improve drug treatment, rehabilitation, and education efforts;
3) Provide assistance to dependents of military personnel, specifi-

cally adolescents with drug abuse problems.

Following is a summary of DOD's programs in the areas of drug and
alcohol abuse identification, treatment, rehabilitation, and education.

Identification

The effectiveness of all efforts to reduce and control drug abuse in
the armed forces hinges upon the success of efforts to identify those
service members who are abusing drugs. The DOD exemption policy,
which enables voluntary self-referral to treatment programs, has been
an effective means of drug abuse identification. Through Fiscal Year
1973, more than 69.000 service members involved in drug abuse had
volunteered to receive treatment and rehabilitation with exemption
from disciplinary proceedings for personal use or possession for
personal use, If a serviceman is discharged as a result of his drug use, he
is discharged under honorable conditions. This exemption policy is
operational in all branches of the armed forces and will be continued
in the future.

The DOD urinalysis screening program has also proved to be an
effective method of identifying drug abusers. This urinalysis program
tests for the presence of opiates, amphetamines, and barbiturates. As a
result of this project, it has been learned that abuse of these three
substances in the military fell from a level of about 1 percent to 0.4
percent between 1972 and late 1973.

New technologies such as radioimmunoassay (RIA) offer hope of
great* improved and less expensive testing procedures. Field testing for
other drugs not detectable previously, such as LSD and methaqualone,
is now in progress. Also, methods of identification other than urinalysis
are being considered for possible use.

Treatment

During 1974 the Defense Department will continue its policy of
offering treatment and rehabilitation to those service n.-mbers who
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abuse drugs and alcohol, Service personnel who require long-term
treatment or who are approaching separation at the end of their term of
service will continue to he referred to the Veterans Administration for
care

Each military service will continue to offer the type of treatment
approach which it feels best suits the needs of its members. These
approaches range from the highly centralized Navy and Air Force
treatment centers which are supported by networks of counseling and
assistance centers at local duty stations to the totally decentralized
Army program which utilizes many treatment/rehabilitation centers
around the world,

During Fiscal Year 1974 and Fiscal Year 1975 the Department of
Defense will continue efforts to treat the multiple drug abuser. Many
service installation programs treat drug and alcohol abusers together,
and all service programs offer treatment for the entire range of
currently identified drug abuse patterns.

In the course of building an effective drug abuse treatment
capability within the Armed Forces, the Department of Defense
discovered that a serious drug problem existed among adolescent
dependents of servicemen stationed in certain high-risk areas overseas.
Pilot programs for the treatment and rehabilitation of youthful drug
abusers have therefore been initiated. With the assistance of the Special
Action Office, youth treatment centers have been established in
Bangkok, Thailand, and Frankfurt, Germany. This type of project may
be expanded to meet demonstrated demands at major American
military communities overseas in Fiscal Year 1975 by the Department
of Defense.

Lluattion

In 1974. drug abuse education will focus on providing factual,
credible, and better organized materials to servicemen, command
groups, families, and military communities. In addition to using
literature and broadcast media, DOD has initiated a number of drug
abuse education counseling programs. Drug Education Field Teams, for
example, combine specially trained military drug abuse education
counselors with carefully selected and twined civilian ex-addict
counselors. A sc.ond team concept. called the Teen Involvement
Program, uses high school juniors and seniors to serve as drug education
specialists in classrooms of the 4th- through 6th-grade levels.

Drug education courses will also be offered in officer candidate
schools, non-commissioned officer academies, reserve officer training
units, service academies, and senior service schools to increase aware-
ness of drug and alcohol problems among military leadership personnel.
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ReAc'arch and Evaluation

The 1)01) research program will be aimed at the pr,:venuon of drug
abuse through improved educational methods, development of effective
and Me \pensive techniques to detect drug abuse through physiological
or biochemical testing, and evaluation of various modalities for
treatment and rehabilitation.

DO!) has also undertaken a comprehensive evaluation of all drug
abuse control programs and administrative efforts. This evaluation is

\pected to provide information upon which to base program revisions
or the implementation of new policies and procedures. Analytical data
should provide' an improved basis for determining budgets, allocation of
resources, aid assignment of responsibilities.

The Strategy 1974 Action Plan and Budgetary Projection for the
Department of Defense drug -revention effort areas follows:

DOD will develop al roved treatment capability for
nonopiate abuse, and will continue to provide treatment
rehal tation for active -duty drug abusers who have potential
for tut ther service.
DOD will continue to tram professional and paraprofessional
drug abuse treatment pt' ane, The Department will also
e \Pend its efforts t(' pr de Lit .g abuse education programs for
all levels of military pet .el.
DOD will continue ih drug abuse reward and evaluation
program.

DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE

DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM FUNDING

BY PROGRAM CATEGORY

(Dollars .n millions)
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Veterans Administration

As early as 196, data on the number of veterans discharged from
Veterans Administration hospitals with dial, es of drug dependence
were being collected by the VA Autonnl Medical Information
System. Patients treated climbed from less than 500 in Fiscal Year
1968 to owl 22,000 in Fiscal Year 1972.

Five VA Drug Dependence Treatment Centers were put into
operation during Fiscal Year 1971. By the end of Fiscal Year ? 973, an

additional 39 units had been established. In addition, a nationwide
network of VA hospitals is presently offering care to veterans with
drug-dependence problems. In order to make services easily accessible

to veterans who do not live close to the centers, the VA has established
satellite clinics in cities where a need has been demonstrated.

The role of the Veterans Administration in drug abuse prevention
has been to reduce active drug abuse by eligible veterans through
treatment and rehabilitation. (Illustration of where VA facilities are
located appears on page 49.)

The following objectives further define the VA's role in this a 'a:

I. To assure' the existence of an adequate and component
treatment and rehabilitation capability for servicemen referred
to the VA for treatment prior to release for service and fordrug-

a busing veterans.
2. To assure the existence of effective procedures for the referral

of veteran abusers to an appropriate treatment modality.
3. To provide up to 60 days emergency care to nonveterans if

requested by other Federal agencies.
4. To assure that all veterans benefits are provided to eligible

drug-dependent patients.

Treatment

The in-patient component of each Drug Dependence Treatment
Center provides detoxification and medical treatment for eligible
veteran., as well as facilities for chemotherapeutic and drug-free
treatment.

The VA is establishing larger treatment facilities in major metropoli-
tan areas. Several of the smaller units will continue to serve regional
needs. but other presently active facilities will be phased out where
there is not sufficient need for VA programs in light of the available
treatment capability in these localities. In addition, the VA will refer
patients to community drug treatment facilities in order to make
adequ,.ie treatment available for veterans nearer their homes. Accord-
ingly, all VA drug abuse treatment centers are now coordinating their
efforts with local programs and with the Single State Agencies.
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Through its Performance Measurement Ss stein, the VA is monitor-
ing its client treatment activ its . The rate of increase of admissions to
treatment ha, leveled oft and approximately 17,500 admissions are
expected for Fiscal Year 1974. Foul teen thousand of these admissions
will be to Drug Dependence Treatment ('enters.

The percentage of total admissions attributable' to opiate depend-
ence has declined. and a continued increase in patients %kith alcohol and
multiple drug problems is anticipated. In response to these trends, the
VA has designated certain centers as therapeutic communities to
provide longer term residential care, to be drug-free in most eases, Two
additional facilities will be opened in Fiscal Year 1974. The VA is
instituting a major studs , based on pilot programs in selected VA
hospitals. to anal ze ways of treating alcohol and drug abusers in the
same' set ting.

Rehabilitation

The contribution of the Department of Veterans Bv.itetits to the VA
program of drug abuser treatment emphasizes environmental factors in
rehabilitation by maintaining or reestablishing the veteran's links with
the resources of his community. The Department maintains close
liaison with community services agencies and provides outreach and
follow-up, special VA benefits, counseling and assistance in rehabilita-
tion. and also provides assistance to eligible veterans participating in
non-VA drug treatment programs.

Training

As VA pri:rities have gradually shifted from the rapid expansion of
drug treatment facilities to an ongoing in-service training strategy , there
has been less reliance on off-site training and more emphasis on the use
of functioning VA centers as training facilities. Training funds will now
be used primarily for intra-VA activities such as short-term placement
of new employees in established Drug Dependence Treatment Centers
for orientation and training. assignment of senior, experienced staff as
visiting trainers: and sponsorship of national and regional workshops
and seminars.

ra!ua

Evaluation of drug treatment programs is an integral part of the
treatment process and a requirement for all VA Drug Dependence
Treatment Centers. Currently, an aggressive client follow-up effort is
underway in order to collect the data needed for evaluation. A
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LOCATION OF VETERANS ADMINISTRATION TREATMENT FACILITIES

0
O

C.>

preliminary report will be amtabie in late 1974. Client follow-up
studies are being given the highest priority as a basis for future planning
and utilization or VA facilities.

The Strategy 1974 Action Plan and Budgetary Projection for the
Veterans Administration Drug Abuse Prevention effort are as follows.

The VA will continue its provision of treatment for drug abuse
to those individuals who qualify for veterans benefits and
request such treatment. In addition. families of hospitalized
keterans will receive such mental health services and counseling
as are necessary and appropriate to the effective treatment and
rehabilitation of the veteran.
VA drug abuse treatment services will be expanded only in
those areas w here the existing community capacity is incapable
of accommodating the demand for services.
The VA will enter into cooperative service agreements with
other Federal agencies in those regions where the demand for
services exceeds community agency capacity.
Wherever possible, the VA will refer patients to community
drug treatment facilities nearer their homes rather than continu-
ing treatment in a more distant VA facility.
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The VA will explore the feasibility of establishing halfway
houses for drug-abusing veterans in communities where such
facilities do not exist or are inadequate.
The VA will continue to concentrate its drug-dependence
treatment programs in areas of major veteran population and
drug abuse problem concentration, and will pha.se out underutil-
ized programs. Funds will be reallocated from underutilized
Drug Dependence Treatment Centers to those centers which
have been overutilized, or to other inuovative models.
The VA will continue to augment its aggressive outreach and
follow-up program with linkages to community treatment
projects. All of the Drug Dependence Treatment Centers and
satellites of the VA are engaged in active, direct outreach. VA
staff personnel, together with Department of Veterans' Benefits
counselors, will continue to link their outreach efforts with
similar programs currently operated by the States and localities.
The VA will continue to cooperate with the Department of
Defense in pros (ding uninterrupted treatment to active-duty
military drug abusers who are transferred to the VA prior to
separation from the service.
Since the Drug Dependence Treatment Program is an ongoing
treatment system with an established staff capability, the VA
will continue to rely upon its internal training resources while
utilizing non-VA training centers to augment training efforts as
needed.

VETERANS ADMINISTRATION

DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM FUNDING -
- BY PROGRAM CATEGORY

(Dollars in millions)
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Bureau of Prisons

1)erelOIMIelll of a Or rr((1ell (*apahl1111

As the incidence of drug abuse has risen oet the past decade,
corrections officials in Federal. State'. and local prisons have had to
assum substantial di ug treatment and rehabilitation icsponsibilities.
The lecleial Bureau of Prisons estimates that of its 23,000 total
offender population. some (LOU() mchiduals haw a Instor of drug
abuse. I'm 70 percent of this drug .')using population, narcotics (as
opposed to alcohol) are the primar\ drugs of choice. historically,
specialized drug abuse treatment was not aadable in correctional
institutions. mainl because of a lack of treatment resources. Various
-self-help- inmate oigamfations such as Alcoholics AnonN mous were
and still are acti%.: in arious institutions. usually with staff support and
supenision and often with the' assistance of volunteers from local
communities.

Ile lust speciallied institutional program of drug abuse treatment
was established ut March, 108 in the' Federal Correctional Institution
at Danbuis ( onnecticut. This program was initiated to begin imple-
mentation of 1 itle II of the Narcotic Addict Rehabilitation Act
\. R. ) of 19OO Theie is now a NAR. treatment unit in each of five

But eau coirectional facilities 1 hese facilities are Lapable of testing and
neating a total of 45() Male and 150 female offenders. The duration of
treatment in these progiams ranges Boni 12 to 18 months.

In July . 19-1 the Bureau of Prisons began to establish -Di ug Abuse
Progiam- (DAP) treatment units for a Wide! %ariet of drug-dependent
offencleis. including those with histories of significant abuse of
nonophite drugs such as marihuana. amphetamines. barbiturates, and
halltmilogens. At the present tune there arc 15 drug abuse units in 14
institutions with capacit to test and treat 1,050 male and 150
female shut *-depeulent offenders. Curient plans project a significant
increase in capacity during Fiscal Year 1974.

These specialized in-care programs car widely in the types of
treatment teL applied to reduce drug dependence and related
pioblenis. (;.:neiall. the piogram utilues the' therapeutic community
approach. together with a %alletN of other drug abuse treatment
methods. Professional stall and inmates collabtnate in the' formulation
of appi opuate neat inent plans I ducational. %ocationalind recrea-
tional plogiamming is also aailable as part of the overall rehabilitation
elnnt.

The Bureau of Prisons also contracts with direct ser% ice agencies
te.,7., di uc abuse progiams, tamil service agencies. and mental health
clinics) in the ieleasee's 'wine community foi such ser%ices as M(11%1(111:11
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and group Lounselmg, psy chotherapy, maintenance. and urinalysis. The
number of offenders reLeiving such services increased dramatically with
passage of Public Law 92-293 in May, 1972. This law authorized the
provision of community pare services to a wider range of chug abusers,
including Federal probationers.

The Strategy 1974 Action Plan and Budgetary Projection for the
Bureau of Prisons 1130P) di ug abuse prevention effort are as follows:

BOP will be funded to provide detoxification, treatment, and
rehabilitation services for an increased number of drug-
dependent inmates.
The NARA II system will be phased out and all drug-dependent
prisons in Federal institutions will be transferred to the BOP
Drug Abuse Programs.
BOP will place increased emphasis on evaluation of treatment
program eftectiv eness and will asses the relative success of
different treatment modalities within the corrections setting.
1301' v ill utilize treatment and rehabilitation standards con-
sistent with L ntena established by the Special Action Office and
NIDA for purposes of Federal fun;ug. These standards will also
apply to the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration for
use in implementing assistance to State and local correctional
institutions under provisions of its new legislation.
1301' drug abuse aftercare programs will continue existing
vocational training ld job placement.

I. INTERNATIONAL ASPECTS OF DRUG ABUSE PREVENTION
AND TREATMENT

The Need for Cooperation

The emphasis in recent years on restricting the international supply
of illicit narcotics has not been acLompamed by eguRalent efforts to
generate international programs of drug abuse prevention including
treatment. education. and research. To remedy this situation, the
Special Action Office and the State Department are curt ently reviewing
existing progiams and establishing polkies and priorities for the
implementation of drug abuse prevention activities on the international
level.

There are at this time few Federal piograms opeiating in the field of
international diug abuse preention due prinLipalIN to the Lritical need
um regent years to LonLentiate our resouices on the domestic drug abuse
problem. On several occasions. IIMAtner, education and training
rograms have been LonduLted for foreign drug abuse experts, usually
through the courtesy of State Department and AID cultural exchange
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DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM FUNDING -

BY PROGRAM CATEGORY
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scholarships which bring these professionals to the United States for
Npecialu ed training. The Federal Government has also participated in
cooperative efforts with such international organizations as the World
Health Organization and United Nations Educational, Scientific and
Cultural Orgarization. These efforts have, in the past, been primarily
limited to technical adviLe and assistance to the international organiza-
tions although the United States will soon be able to offer direct
services through those organizations to countries with drug abuse
problems of their own.

Teanical and programmatic assistance projects in the area of drug
abuse prevention are being instituted this year for the benefit of
American citizens residing in foreign nations. Due to the increasing
numbers of arrests and drug abuse problems involving Americans
abroad. as well as the problem of increased drug abuse in other
countries, efforts have now been initiated to provide treatment and
rehabilitation programs for American citizens residing in foreign
nations Priorit), is being given to those Americans on assignment with
the military or employed by the Federal Government.

Future Priorities and Directions

The Strategy Council and the Cabinet Committee on International
Narcotics Control are currently developing new goals and priorities to
foster increased drug abuse prevention activity within the international
community. The first step is to coordinate the activities of all the
Federal agencies involved in drug abuse prevention activities in foreign
nations. Responsibility for the task rests with the Special Action Office,
which is establishing priorities and designing programs intended to
accelerate Federal involvement in drug abuse prevention activities
abroad. The major objective of these programs will be 'o facilitate the
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multilatei a. exchage of di ug abuse pi evention infounanon and
Pent:lice.

Rest:Ala itounation developed in foreign Lountmes will also be
made available for the hist tune. Me United States will support
epidenuologiLal studies .1b1 0.1d to am-et tun the extent of di ug ablise as
%%ell as the way s ui which drug abuse spieads actors national and
cultural lines. ResaiLli iiifounatiun c Whinge Lhafflick, will be im-
pioved. and the United States Government will NUM/Olt efforts through
the United Nations to avoid duplication of reseaiLh etfmts. The Special
ALtion Office. the Department of Health. liducationind Welfare, the
Dept' fluent of Agriculture', and the Agency for International Develop-
ment will participate in these programs.

Since drug abuse edlleation is an area of major interest and concern
among foleign goveinments. new efforts have been undertaken to
improve the Federal capacity to provide drug eduLatioa materials
foreign ;4nernments and international ors am/alums In addition the
United States GuveinnienI will Lontmue to offei Louses and practical
cxpenenLe for drug abuse experts who stmt this country to receive
specialised training The curricula of existing NIDA and Office of
I ducation training centers will be expanded to inJude programs for
these expel I' and conferences will be designed to facilitate the ready
exchange of information and experience' in this field.

Due to the Lontinuing problem of drug ,:xpenmentation and abuse
by dependents )f Americans living abroad, the Federal Government will
continue Its effort to ensure that these individuals have access to
adequate' treatment, rehabilitation, ind prevention programs. The
Department of State w ill maintain primary responsibility for coordi-
nating drug abuse programs for dependents of Federal employees
residing abroad., while the Department of Defense will continue to
provide treatment programs for 1111111,11y dependents. In addition, the
Special Action Office will enwurage mute' United States companies
who send their employees overseas to provide funds for treatment and
prevention programs in those areas where drug abuse may prove to be a
problem for their employees.

A final priority in the area of inteinational cooperation is the
continuing worldwide search for sy lithenc substitutes for opium
derivatives currently being used as analgesics and antitussives. Cooper-
ative rs,:arch programs will be continued in an effort to develop safer,
more effective medications.

Untii such substances can be developed and proved safe and
efficacious, the' United States Goyeinment will continue to ensure that
sufficient 1110'1)111'1e and codeine are available for legitimate medical use
in the United States. The Federal Government is making arrangements
to release a portion of opium which is no longer needed for the national
stockpile to be refined into morphine and codeine to meet current
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medical needs. The government will also review the legitimate needs for
antitussives and analgesks, study the various Options, and conduct
extensive resealLli un older to Lon tinue to assure the adequacy of these
supplies.

C5:.122 r5. 74
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III
SUPPLY

REDUCTION

A. OVERVIEW

The problem of drug abuse must be approached on two fronts
simultaneously. Efforts to reduce the demand for illicit drugs are
described in Chapter II. Eq,:ally important Federal strategies to reduce
the supply of abusable substances are the subject of this chapter.

An inexpensive and easily obtained supply of a drug does not
necessarily mean that it will be abused, but the probability of its abuse
is clearly increased by its availability. Controlling' the supply of
abusable drugs is therefore in the forefront of the Federal strategy.
When a substance has no therapeutic uses, the goal is to suppress it as
much as possible. If the substance does serve legitimate medical or
scientific needs, the objective is to facilitate these uses while preventing
overproduction, illegal importation, and diversion to illicit channels.

This chapter describes in detail the policies and programs of Federal
agencies in supply reduction. The strategy encompasses all sources of
abusable substances and enlists a variety of legal approaches and
enforcement tools to control those sources, thereby minimizing the
supply of illicit drugs.

Three basic themes dominate both domestic and international
enforcement policy in Fiscal Year 1974 and Fiscal Year 1975.

First. heroin traffic. remains the top priority in the Federal supply
reductions efiOrt.

The considerable progress made in reducing the availability of
heroin in the United States is reflected in the continuing heroin
shortage on the East Coast. Because of the success in disrupting the
drug flow fro in Europe, trafficking patterns are shifting.
There has been a dramatic rise in the supply of brown heroin
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originating in Mexico. Increasing amounts of Southeast Asian heroin are
now reaching the United States. These trends suggest that production
and trafficking networks in Mexico and Asia may soon be in a position
to supply large quantities of heroin. Moreover, repeated small ship-
ments still arrive from Europe.

Continued containment of opiate abuse requires continued pressure
on the flow of opium derivatives from the Mideast through E;irope to
the United States and expanded efforts to interdict the Southeast Asian
and Mexican brown heroin.

Second, reducing the availability of nonopiate drugs will receive
increased attention.

Eliminating illegal trafficking in nonopiate drugs requires different
approaches for each drug depending on the source.

Cocaine trafficking networks emanating from Latin America have
been in existence for many years. Increased demand for cocaine has
increased its attractiveness to traffickers, and it has now become a
significant element in the total illicit drug trade. In 1974, many of the
techniques applied so successfully against the clandestine manufacture
and distribution of opiates will be employed to suppress cocaine traffic.

Amphetamines and other synthetic tamtilant drugs reach abusers
from clandestine laboratories, from foreign production illegally smug-
gled into the United States. and from legitimate domestic production
divested to illicit channels. Tight controls imposed on the lawful
domestic amphetamine handlers appear to have substantially reduced
diversion, but traffickers have now turned to foreign and clandestine
sources as well as to substitute nonamphetamme stimulants. In 1974,
availability of the nonamphetamine stimulants will be further limited
and enforcement efforts to eliminate clandestine laboratories and to
reduce smuggling will be intensified.

Barbiturates and other depressants present the' same types of
diversion. smuggling. and clandestine production problems as the
stimulants. In 1974: the legitimate domestic market in the highly
abused barbiturates and methaqualone will be subjected to the sank,
stringent restrictions which curtailed diversion of ,imphetamines. Illicit
manufacture and importation will continue to be investigated. Controls
will also be sought for several of the most widel' abused tranquilizers.

Hallucinogens have apparenfl), declined in popularity since the days
of Haight-AshburN. but sonic new potent and possibly lethal com-
pounds were introduced in the underground market last year. Efforts to
disrupt illicit hallucinogen laboratories will be initiated.

Traffic in hashish has increased throughout Europe and the United
States. Mixed shipments of hashish and morphine base have been
detected in Western Furope. Additionall . the hashish traffickers could
readily shift their operations toward the distribution of morphine base
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through the channels already established. In 1974, ways will be
explored to prevent the development of new hallucinogenic drugs.

The increasing appearance of hashish oil in the illicit traffic has
been a disturbing recent development. Hashish oil is a liquid concen-
trate of the psy ehoactive ingredient of marihuana and thus many times
more potent than marihuana or ordinary hashish: The long-term effects
of this powerful hallucinogen are not known. Its concentrated form,
however, makes it easier to smuggle than marihuana or hashish. In
1974, hashish oil will be the target of intensive enforcement activities.

Finally, traffic in marihuana itself continues to be a significant law
enforcement problem. The controversy surrounding this drug has not
diminished. Studies of its long-term toxicity and related health risks
were initiated in the List few years but are not yet complete. Until the
time that these studies or others demonstrate that marihuana does not
create hazards to the public health and safety, Federal policy will be to
continue to interdict the smuggling and trafficking of marihuana, to
eradicate its illicit cultivation and harvesting; and otherwise to limit its
availability within the United States.

Third, tlw eve( tiveness of Federal supplj control efforts will be
improved through increased coordination of all involved agencies,
through greater fle.vibilitt in responding to new problems, and through
evaluation of techniques and resources currently utili:ed

The continuing abuse of nonopiate drugs. the appearance of brown
heroin and hashish oil,. the rapidly' fluctuating patterns of abuse, the
marketing of new abusable pharmaceuticals, and the shifting sources of
supply for drug abusers collectively emphasize the need for a drug
control system capable of executing a comprehensive strategy on
numerous fronts.

The management of Federal programs was significantly strength-
ened in 1973 through the creation or the Cabinet Committee on Drug
Abuse and the consolidation of Federal drug investigation and
intelligeme resources in the Drug Enforcement Administration of the
Department of Justice'. In addition,. the Attorney General was charged
with coordination of all drug entbrcement efforts. In 1974, the
integration of agencies involved in controlling the flow of drugs will
extend beyond the general policy level to the planning, execution, and
evaluation of specific programs.

The efforts to reduce the' supply of illicit drugs are influenced by
many factors including respect tot legal rights of individuals and
companies, chmiging pulltical situations in other countries. the limits or
law enforcement tedmology and even the number of trained, experi-
enced agents. In order to assess the optimum use of Federal resources,
Strategy 1974 projects a thorough evaluation of each major drug
enforcement program.
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B. INTERNATIONAL COOPERATIVE PROGRAMS TO REDUCE
THE AVAILABILITY OF ILLICIT DRUGS

Framework for International Action

On June 17. 1971. the President called for an all-out attack on
international drug trafficking. In response, the Federal Government
launched an accelerated campaign to obtain the cooperation and
assistance of foreign goy ernme. is and international organizations in
controlling illicit drug cultivation, production, and trafficking.

These efforts are coordinated by the Cabinet Committee on
International Narcotics Control (CCINC) chaired by the Secretary of
State. The CCINC formulates and supervises implementation of all
Federal policies designed to curtail and eliminate the how of illegal
drugs into the United States from abroad.

In structuring United States foreign and international drug control
efforts, the Cabinet Committee has directed that the primary focus of
international drug control efforts be the interdiction of narcotic drugs,
particularly heroin and its precursors and cocaine. The entire supply of
these drugs sold on the streets of this country originates in foreign
nations. There is also considerable concern with international traf-
ficking in conn ibis and more importantly increasing trafficking in
synthetic drugs such as barbiturates and amphetamines.

Seizure of illicit drug shipments, destruction of trafficking oper-
ations and patterns, and arrest and imprisonment of traffickers will
continue to be the three primary in tcrnational drug control objectives
for 1974.

To assist in the achievement of these objectives, Narcotics Control
Officers have been designated at virtually all United States foreign
posts. At the Cabinet Conuhittee's direction, narcotic control action
plans were prepared early in 1972 by the State Department for 60
counties where production. consumption, processing, or transshipment
of illicit narcotic' and dangerous drugs are thought to take place. These
plans detail the specific steps which the United States, the host
government, and concerned international organizations should take to
attack illicit trafficking. and serve as a basis for negotiation of bilateral
action programs.

Organization of the Cabinet Committee

The organization of the Cabinet Committee is depicted on the
accompanying chart. The Colamittee's Executive Director has been
designated as Senior Adviser to the Secretary of State for International
Narcotics Matters, and also chairs a Working Group at the Assistant



Secretary loci which is responsible for reeommending policy to the
Cabinet inembers and to the President.

Ilk. Coo titillating SubLoinnuttee consists of the' top onicials who
iiatie hill time narcotics iesponsibilities in the' participating agencies.
This gioup is responsible' for unplementation of the policy of the
Cabinet and Working Group. Specialized subcommittees deal with
CIN priority progiam efforts drug intelligence, deelopment of

()versed enforcement capability training of oversea narcotics forces,
research and development for international drug interdiction, and
development of oversea treatment programs.

At the field loci, each embassy h u a Narcotics Working Committee'
composed of experts from the Stat. Department,. the' DEA, CIA, AlD..
and USIS.

Programs of the CCINC

Priorities Among Supplt. Inteldimon .11ctlrods

The Cabinet Committee has assigned the highest 1974 oversea
priority to efforts designed to improve the collection, analysis, and use
of drug intelligence' and to upgrade the quality Of foreign drug law
enforcement. The CIA has b:en directed by the President to assume
lead responsibility for the collection of international drug intelligence.
Thc!r effort will be augmented by the DEA which has significantly
increased its number of oversea agents.

The emphasis placed on helping to improve the quality of foreign
drug law enforcement stems from a realization that the United States
has little or no unilateral capability to interdict international drug
traffic until it reaches our horde's. Interception of drug trafficking at
carte' stages in the' distilbution network can only be accomplished by
tik enforcement agencies of the origin or transit countries. Securing the
requisite' political commitment from foreign governments to place
greater emphasis on drug law enforcement is, therefore. a prime 1974
diplomatic obi,ctie Once' such a commitment has been secured. the
United States will be ready to preside information,. advisers, training,
commodity and equipment support. and funding !where appropriate)
to help f,.reign g(Aernments develop effective 't law enforcement
capabili

Beyoiki iae effort to assist in the law enforcement and treatment
areas. the Cabinet ( onmuttee continues to place' emphasis on crop
substitution and the eradication of the opium poppy and the coca bush
%.4 hich ,.an disrupt emsting illicit international drug distribution systems

;heir source'. Due' to the practical problems ins olved with efforts to
completely eiadicatv opium and coca, however. this is a longer term
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ORGANIZATION OF THE CABINET COMMITTEE ON

INTERNATIONAL NARCOTICS CONTROL

CABINET COMMITTEE ON INTERNATIONAL
NARCOTICS CONTROL

Secretary of State
Secretary of the Treasury

Secretary of Defense
Attorney General

Secretary of Agriculture
US Rep. to the UN
Director of CIA

1

WOR KING GROUP

Chairman

State UN Mission
treasury CIA
Defense USIA
Justice AID
Agriculture SAODAP, NSC, OMB

Subcommittees

[ Lay. Enforcement

Intelligence

Training }--

j
COORDINATING SUBCOMMITTEE

State, Treasury, Defense, Justice,
Agriculture ' A, USIA, AID,

SAODAP, OMB, NSC
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objective which is le.,sible in some circumstances but impracticable m
others.

Priority ,Vitions

The CCINC must be constantly aware of changing patterns in the
flow of illicit drugs overseas. Because of the extraordinary profitability
of illicit drug trafficking, successful enforcement efforts in one part of
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the world inevitably lead to increased pressures oi other nations and
routes.

The President's programs during 1971 and 1972 played a major role
in bringing about the current heroin shortage on the East Coast. The
Turkish opium cultisation ban and extraordinary enforcement efforts
by the French and Latin American nations severely disrupted the old
"connections." Seizures of European heroin tripled between 1971 and
1973. Over 100 major international violators were imprisoned, and
wholesale prices of morphine base in Marseilles, the heroin capital,
increased nearly 400 percentparticularly after French seizures of
seven major heroin labs

Though the shortage remains acute, trafficking and production
patterns have now begun to shift:

There are signs of continued heroin trafficking in Europe, and
new European nations are being tested by international traf-
fickers as transit areas.
In the wake of changing heroin trafficking patterns in Europe,
Mexican brown heroin is becoming more readily available in
America. The lengthy, rugged nature of the Southwestern
border makes transshipment of brown heroin from western
Mexico to the United States an inviting opportunity for major
and minor traffickers alike.
Southeast Asia's famous "Golden Triangle" is the source of 50
percent of the world's illicit opium prods. lion (approximately
700 tons). Only 10-20 percent of that product each year could
supply the heroin needs of all United States addicts.
Pressure has increased on illicit opium produced in the Near
East. Disersion of production for illicit use in that region and
the difficulty of making lengthy " connections" to the United
Stws have sr- far kept all but a trickk of this opium from
United States markets.
The incrosing preference for cocune in the United States is
causing the rapid development of a cocaine connection with the
coca-producing areas of Latin America. (A map indicating
major illicit drug production areas and trafficking routes ap-
pears on page 64.)

Resource Allocation

The Foreign Assistance Act is prosiding S42.5 million for inter-
national drug control in Fiscal Year 1974. The Act's funds in Fiscal
Year 1974 will primars provide training (15 percent), equipment (45
percent ), and crop substitution (30 percent) programs. Expenditures by
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OPIUM GROWING AREAS & GENERAL TRAFFICKING ROUTES

DEA, State. CIA. Customs, and USIA will add another S18 million to
the international program.

Substantial new equipment and training programs are being
introduced this year in Mexico against the brown heroin traffic, in the
Golden Triangle (Burma. Laos. Thailand ), and in the Near Fast
(primarily Pakistan and Afghanistan). These new programs employ all
available tools. Fot example, the United States supports a variety of
interdiction efforts in Thailand in eluding: (1) border police who
acti%el), interdict well-armed opium caravans: (2) Special Narcotics
Operations (SNO) units advised by DLA agents which are mobile police
squads seeking caravan, and major violators. (3) Bangkok Metropolitan
PohLe enforcement against syndicates: (4) Marine police who attempt
to interdict opium and heroin transshipped in trawlers headed tbr Hong
Kong and other niajul trafficking points: (5 ) extensive United Nations
and bilateral Li op substitution and market development efforts with
opium-grow mg Thai bill tribes. (6) extensive high-level diplomatic
discussions amLerning Thai government efforts to control ins irgents
along its border who frequently engage in narcotics trafficking: and (7)
regional el torts to solicit cooperation among Laos. Burma, Thailand,
Hong Kong: and other countries through which trafficking takes place.

Increasingly . program funds an. going into Latin America and the
Fat Fast. In these legions. as opposed to Turkey . illicit drug cultivation
takes place in large!) uncontiolled areas, and trafficking is frequently
done by insurgent groups whiLli exchange narcotics for guns and
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ammunition. Local police and diplomatic efforts recognize these

realities, and assistance packages are developed accordingly.
Since illicit opium cultivation is often an important cash crop for

the local farmer who gains little remuneration from licit drug
cultivation, most enforcement packages in these parts of the world are
complemented by agricultural assistance programs designed to assist the
peasant in finding substitute crops to lepiaLe drug-oriented cultivation.

Goals for Bilateral Action

The Strategy 1974 goals of bilateral an tinarcotie programs are.
To maintain the East Coast heroin shortage by continuing major
enforcement efforts against European and Latin America heroin
traffickers.
To curtail illicit cultivation of opium and production of heroin
in western Mexico through eradication efforts and new enforce-
ment programs.
To halt the increased trafficking activity in the Golden Triangle,
which threatens to replace' Europe as the major source of U.S.
heroin, bv stepped -tip diplomatic and law enforcement assist-
ance et torts in Thailand, Burma, Laos, and Ilong Kong.
ro develop new programs in Pakistan and Afghanistan which
will enable these' countries to prevent illicit heroin trafficking
within their borders.
To increase' enforcement in Latin America against cocaine and
in Latin .America and Europe against amphetamines and
barbiturates.
To develop through CIA and DEA an international narcotics
intelligence system which will provide a basis for penetration
and eventual disiuption of major international drug syndicates.

International Organization. Narcotic Control and Treatment Program

Concurrent with the bilateral action programs, the United States
Government has given full support to multilateral efforts in the

campaign against illicit narcotics production and trafficking. The
United States took the lead in establishing the United Nations Fund for
Drug Abuse Control, which finances a plan foi concerted action against
ditty, abuse. l'he plan enwmpasses projects aimed simultaneously at
supply and demand. The Fund's first major project is a long-term
program in Thailand. it has also negotiated an agreement with
Afghanistan and has sent an exploratory mission to Burma. To date,
contributions to the Fund total SI 0 million, of which S8 million has
been provided by the United States. Support of the Fund is a key tool
in the tight against drug abuse at the source, and the United States has
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encouraged oilier gmernments to provide generous and continuing
eon t ribut ions.

Moreover: the' United Stites has taken the lead in formulating two
major pieces of international drug control legislation. The first, the
Convention on Psychotropic Substances, would provide international
controls over such drugs as LSD and other hallucinogens, the
amphetamines. barbiturate: and tranquilizers. The President has
forwarded the Comention to the Senate where it is presently awaiting
action toward ratification.

The second major area of international legislation pertains to the
1961 Single Convention on Narcotic Drugs. The United States initiated
proposals to amend this Convention in 1971 and by March 1972 an
amending Protocol winch includes substantially all of the United States
proposals was unanimously adopted at the United Nations Conference
in Geneva.

The Protocol increases the authority of the International Narcotics
Control Board (1NCB) to reduce Hot production and traffic of
narcotics through acLess to better information. on-the-spot exam-
in,:tions, and publicity of control violations. The INCB would for the
first time have the authority to require the reduction of opium
cultivation and production in countries known to be sources of illicit
drug traffic. Also for the first time, the Board would have the authority
to recommend technical and financial assistance to help governments
fulfill their treaty obligations. Finally, the Protocol would give
countries significantly greater ability to extradite major narcotics
traffickers.

The United States Senate ratified the amending Protocol o ,
November I, 1972. Through diplomatic channels, the United States has
continued to encourage final approval by other countries so that the
Protocol can be made operative at the earliest possible time.

Multilateral goals of Strategy 1974 are:

To obtain enabling domestic legislation and United States
ratification of the Convention on Psychotropic Substances.
To bring into force the Amending Protocol to the 1961 Single

Convention on Narcotic Drugs.
To support the United Nations Fund for Drug Abuse Control in
its efforts to reduce productive traffic and abuse of drugs and to
encourage significant and more proportionate contributions to
the Fund from other countries.
To promote increased regional cooperation ir narcotics control
in critical areas through existing groups (e.g., Colombo Plan,
Association of Southeast Asian Nations, and EEC) and to
encourage new regional initiatives.
To urge other cooperating governments through their diplo-
matic representation in third countries to use their influence to
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pioniote mole effeLtRe aLtion against illiLit pioLltiction anyl
trafficking in those nation,.

C. DRUG LAW LNFORCLNILNT

wa, noted in Chaptei I. in July 197 3. the %anon\ Federal
agenLies %N, itll Lliug law ent(tLeinent iespon.ibilities were ineiged into
the 1)itig I ihoiLement of the 1)epaitinent of JustiLe.

Criminal Investigative Programs

I he pinnary obleLtRes of Fedeial in%L.stigations of drug Lrimes are
to deted and apprehend persons engaged in the illegal manufacture'.
impoi Lawn. ul di tribution of narcotics and dangeious drugs. and
seLond. to \ci/e ilhLit diugs and equipment for illegally piodueing
drug,. lhiough both mean, the ultimate goal h aLluLyed. reduction of
the quantity of ,ubstance\ aYailable lot abuse.

1 he souices of ilhLit chug, depend on the substances imol% ed. the
alternatRe stnir,Cs .1%,l11,1ble, the indi%kluals engaged in the traffic. and
the plottts that Lan be ;_.lined. No single Nt r.iteg can deal with all
sources. no one taL tic can he universally effectke. Strategy 1974
identifies fie piinLipal targets for cnnunal in%L.stigame forces. major
drug trat fly kers . smuggling. loLal or regional di ug networks. clandestine
laboratories: and quasi-legitimate drug handlers.

Target A .11aor Drug TraDU kers

Persons with piotessional e\pet t he and findneldi resource, coneLiYe
and fund ma tor network, to distribute illegal drugs. 13ecatise. these

major traffickers mininu/e then direst handling of the drugs. they are
difficult to apprehend. In order to immobili/e these criminals. se%eral
different approachire currently being utihred.

First. the Drdg EnforLement Administration penetrates the organi-
sations through the use of undercover agents. intormants. court-
authowed wiretaps and other lass fui inYestigamc techniques. Great
emphasis IS placed on the LonspiraLy laws ul order to establish Lases
against the top figure\.

Second. the Treasury Department. through the Internal Revenue
SertiLe. is Lontinumg its plograni inyolying intenske mYestigation of
the income Li% returns of suspected drug traffickers. Since drug
traffickers rarely declare their tlliLtt income, ta\ audits and investiga-
tions Lan be wry prod tiLme eYen when other Federal agencies are
unable to obtain enough eidence to prosecute the trafficker success-
fully for drug law yiolat ions.
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Fluid. the Department of Justice Olganued Crime Strike Foices
combat olganized dune On a ie.:Ilona' bash. In many instances,
simultaneous attests to violations ot a spectrum of Federal. State. and
local laws can disrupt .1 cinninal organization.

Fourth, the Drug Enforcement Administration h conducting ioint
opeiatons with Lumina' investigative agencies in foreign countries.
Since 1970. cooperation with the Finch and Turkish authorities has
resulted in the sy stematic Interdiction of opium delivativ es flowing
from the Mideast through I Mope to America. The increased effort,
haw esulted not only in substantial illicit thug scuffles but ,ilso in the
prosecution of Major international syndicates responsible for heroin
traffic in the United States, Turkey France. Italy. Canada. Mexico,
Blvd, Argentina. and Venezuela. Pioductive collaboration with the
Mexican authonties has \ ieltiAl increased knowledge about illicit
narcotic production in that country peimitting joint planning and
programs to curtail the supply . An aggressive joint narcotic enforce-
ment progiam to Thailand has seriously disrupted the production ,nd
traffic nn heroin.

Fitth. the Treasury Department has implemented new legislation
reguning individuals to report on all money in excess of S5.000 brought
into of out ot the States. This creates a legal tool to dish upt the
movement of hind, by couriers to finance' illicit activities.

The Strategy 1974 Action Plan in the area of cinnina! investigative
activities against matt drug traffickers includes the following:

Penetration and immobilization of drug trafficking c mita-
tions will continue to be the most important crimin ti-
game efloq of the Drug Enforcement Administration
The Internal Revenue Service will expand its investig"ti
tax evasion as part of increased Federal effoi ts against 11011-
opiate drug distribution.
Organized Clime Strike Forces will operate in at least I (

metropolitan areas.
The number of DLA agents stationed overseas will be aug-
mented significantly with corresponding increases in offices,
support personnel, and intellirence office's.
The Treasury Department will conduct a new program to
combat all international financial crimes within its jurisdiction.
Joint investigative programs un Furope and the Mideast will
contlillle. concentratine On preventing new sources of opium
from developing and replacing the now-diminished supplies
from Turkey .
New investigative efforts will be aimed at the heroin flow from
the "Golden Triangle" of 13unna. Laos, and Thailand. including
a special joint program by narcotic enforcement authorities of
the Royal Government of Thailand. the Crown Colony of Hong
Kong. and the United States.
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Cooperative actions with Mexico will aim to eradicate the illicit
cultivation of opium and the clandestine manufacture of brown
heroin in that country, as well as the smuggling of this and
other drugs into the United States.

Target B: Smuggling

Another major target is the smuggling of illicit drugs into the
United States. While DEA has the primary responsibility for all
intelligence and investigative functions regarding drug law violations,
is Wing smuggling of narcotics and dangerous drugs, cooperation and
assistance are provided by several other important Federal agencies.

Through the routine inspection of people, baggage, cargo, and
conveyance, the United States Customs Service in the Department of
Treasury has a significant role in the interdiction of illicit drugs at
United States ports of entry and on land and water borders. After
detection all cases of drug smuggling are referred to DEA for
appropriate investigation aimed at apprehending other persons respon-
sible for the illegal importation. The Customs Service continues to
develop advanced detection techniques. It maintains an automated
intelligence dissemination system in support of its overall enforcement
responsibilities, including narcotics interdiction, and is continuously
upgrading its intelligence base with the cooperation of other law
enforcement agencies.

The Immigration and Naturalization Service of the Justice Depart-
ment has responsibility for patrolling the United State:. borders
between authorized ports of entry for the purpose of apprehending
persons attempting to come into this country illegally. In the course of
this work the Border Patrol frequently encounters drug smuggling. New
operational agreements between DEA, Customs, and the Immigration
and Naturalization Service provide for concerted Border Patrol efforts
to intercept drug smugglers and to gather drug intelligence during the
course of its customary investigations.

In the past, ships bringing illegal drugs into U.S. waters have
transferred their cargo to smaller boats before entering ports, thereby
eluding detection b> the Customs Service and DEA. Because the United
States Coast Guard has jurisdiction to board these ships before they
enter United States ports, this agency's assistance is an important
feature of the drug interdiction effort.

Similarly, the Federal Aviation Administration contributes to the
annsmuguling program by providing intelligence regarding the cross-
border traffic of small aircraft. In addition, the antihijack search
procedures at U.S. airports have resulted in the seizure of quantities of
illegal drugs.
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The Strategy 1974 AL tion Plan for drug smuggling interdiction is as
follows.

A comprehenske plan to poke all United States borders will be
developed to integrate the activities of DEA, the Customs
Service. the Immigration and Naturalization Service, and other
Federal agencies.
DEA will expand drug entorc..ment activities along the borders
through eoffinutment of additional mestigative resources
DEA, the Customs Service, and the Border Patiol will intensify
interdiction and imestigatke efforts against smuggling of brown
heroin across the United States-Mexican bordet. This will
complement a Mexican program to eradicate the 1974 crop of
opium poppies.
The United States Customs Service will intensify its intelligence
gathering regarding drug smuggling, and will conduct thorough
and intensie searches of pet sons and material entering the
country along drug trafficking routes.

( Local and Regional /)rug Vet WOrk ,

Criminal !IIestlgat Re efforts must also focus on the local and
regional networks from which the street retailer" of narcotics and
dangerous drugs obtains his supply . While local drug law enforcement
agelkies have pt unary responsibility for disrupting this level of the
tratfiLking py round. the Federal Government pros ides leadership and
assistance in several ways.

State and - local !X.\ task forces have special resources and abilities
which enable them to operate across jurisdictional lines. to enforce a
%army of laws. and to utilize unique inestigatie equipment and
tedmiques. l'he Federal Goernment contributes operational man-
power. intelligeme, and training Ithiough DIAL grant funds (through
the Law Elliot-Lenient Assistance Administration) and close coordina-
tion of 11RestigatRe and prosecutke aLtkities in local areas (through
the Assistant Attorney General for Nalcotics 1. Local goernments
pioide must of the operational personnel as well as additional funds
and equipment. In this way . Federal and local strategies are coordi-
nated oftentimes through metropolitan enforcement groups many
lowd and regional ding networks ale immobilized. and intelligence is
gathered for of is against the higher echelons of traffickers.

Hie Strategy 1974 Action Plan for combating regional drug
networks k as 1011(Ms'

Di A w all stiengthen the operations of State-and-local, DI A task
tortes thrtmgh improwd Intelligence and increased manpower.

aLll task forte and metropolitan enforcement group will have



sufficient discretion and flexibility to operate most effectively
against local drug trafficking problems.
Legislation will be proposed to r'place several LEAA categorical
grants with a revenue sharing program and with special DEA
grants. Until these changes are enacted, LEAA and DEA will
closely coordinate grant awards and operations to assure that
specific funding efforts arc integrated with overall Federal
strategies and plans.
DEA will establish mobile task forces capable of addressing
special temporar} problems in any area of the country. This will
provide immediate resources in difficult situations without
reducing ongoing investigations elsewhere.

Target I) Clandestine Laboratories

The clandestine manufacture of controlled drugs within the United
States is another subject of intense DEA activity . These labs have been
the traditional source of hallucinogens and methamphetamine, and
there is some oidence that illicit barbitura telsedative production may
be initiated. B) closing the laboratories and apprehending the chemists,
a significant source of these' drugs can be eliminated.

To supplement its criminal undercover work, the DEA has enlisted
the aid of legitimate chemical companies in tht. United States who have
agreed to 'lout.) DI A of suspicious orders for raw materials often used
in clandestine production. This precursor control program enables DEA
to monitor the movement of the chemicals in order to determine
whether, and where. illicit manufacture might occur.

DEA also orrates a sophisticated ballistics program to identify the
sources of legitimate ,nd illicit drugs in dosage form. By comparing
evidence with standards supplied b} producers of pharmaceuticals and
drug- manufacturing equipment, the original source of a drug can be
confirmed. Often clandestine tablets seized in disparate cities are found
to have been made b) the same illicit operation: this intelligence
expedites the investigation against the chemist.

The Strategy 1974 Action Plan includes these activities:

The precursor control program will be expanded to include
additional raw materials and more chemical manufacturers.
Imestigations against clandestine laboratories will be intensified
through established as well as innmatRe techniques.

Target Quasi-Legitimate Drug Ihindlers

A fifth target tot cmunal investigations are' those persons licensed

to handle narcotics and dangerous drugs who exploit this privilege by
dRetting legitimate materials to illicit channels. While such a person's
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supply Lan sometimes be cut off through regulatory Llevices, more
socie penalties against the dRerter can be imposed only after criminal
pioLeedings. In oiklci to impow cummai investigations at this loci,
the DEA has recently Lrcated three Federal/State task forces, called
Decision Imestigation Units, to coordinate State and local police,
inspeL tors and agents of the State licensing boards, and the criminal and
egulatory agents of DEA. These !hoe been funded by a S2 million
grant from the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration.

The Strategy 1974 Action Plan m this area calls for the following:

Seven additional Diversion Investigation Units will be created.
DEA will expand its own criminal investigations of quasi-
legitimate drug handlers in those States where Diversion
Investigation Units are not y et operating.

Voutarger ne Drug Abuser

One glom) of law siolators. not currently the subject of significant
edeial imestigatRe efforts, is the consumer of illicit drugs-the drug

abuser. Consumers rarely constitute a significant factor in the overall
supply of illicit di ugs. although an abuser or addict may be the primary
street dealer in a local neighborhood, selling doigs to support his own
needs. Therefore, the higher kwl trafficker is the proper target of
Federal enforcement resources. Accordingly. DEA and other United
States agencies 11.1%c deferred the responsibility for enforcement of laws
against possession of controlled drugs to State and local law enforce-
ment agencies.

Federal drug enforcement agencies recognize that drug abuse is as
muLli a social and medical problem as a criminal one. The long-range
impact on consumption for demand) will be achieved through better
therapy. Therefore. DEA. working with State and local investigative
agencies as well as drug rehabilitation programs, is encouraging
experiments to di%ert arrested drug-dependent persons from the
Lriminal JustiLe *stein into drug treatment and rehabilitation programs.

Regulatory Investigations and Enforcement

The Federal Go%ernment is engaged in preventing diversion of
narLotics and dangerous drugs intended for legitimate medical or
reseatch purposes. The 500,000 persons and firms who manufacture,
distribute, and dispense' controlled substances must comply with strict
requiMnients designed to stop the leakage of drugs to traffickers and
abusers. Anyone failing to abide by these requirements, whether by
intent or negligence, may forfeit his occupational privilege to handle
controlled drugs.
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Some di%eson ine)table and Lan ock.i all along the distribution
chain. Regulato) imestgatons must first detect where and how
leakage is ok.k.uing. and then assme that the same leakage is not
epested elsewhee. the 111-ot:1111%e I unction of regulatory controls is

t.'SSCI11,1 to limiting the supply of di figs s)adable I' abuse. To do this,.
DI A, woking %%Atli the FDA. the NIDA; and the SAO. imposes tight
regulator) Lontols on di figs w It.h sue or in) become abused.

The Strategy 1974 Action Plan in this progam area is as follows.

Sumo' controls will be imposed on methaqualone and the
short-at. ting bat bit fames. including nonrefillable prescriptions,
quotas On production, speLsil order forms for distribution,
%ault-type security for storage' by manufacturers and whole-

. sale N. and DEA permission to import and export.
Reports on the manufacture and sale of narcotics, ampheta-
mines, the' short-deim barbiturates. and methaqualone will be
t.omputerzed. This system (called ARCOS) will enable DEA to
dentfy eery unusual transactio in the legitimate drug
distribution network. even at the retail level.
Regulator) audits by DEA and State inspectors will be made
mole etlecme through usk. of computerized reports and better
intelligence from the Diversion Investigation Units.
Placement of D1 A pesonnel in Europe and Mexico will
strengthen cooperation between the United States and other
Countries in proentng the dRersion of legitimate drugs.
DEA will attempt to tighten domestic regulatory controls by
urging adoption of the Uniform Controlled Substances Act in
all 50 States and by closer coordination between DEA and State
licensing boards.

Drug Intelligence

Good intelligence is essenti: to the success of any investigative or
enforcement agency. With accurate' and up-to-date information the
agency can assess the ulnerablities of criminal networks, interdict drug
traffic in a systematic way, forecast the new ways in which illicit trade
may develop, ealuate the impact of precious activities, and establish
long-range strategies and policies.

Primary responsibility for acquisition, collation, analysis, and
dissemination of drug intelligence rests upon the Drug Enforcement
Administration. For the first time, a single Feckral agency has been
mandated to maintain and pro%ide complete drug intelligence on a
national basis. fo this end, DEA is making the necessary arrangements
with intellgence elements in other Federal criminal investigative
agenLes, with State' and local law enforcement operations, and with the
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[lilted States intelligence orgamiations. In addition.. there will be
inLiea,cd Lok)pciation with foreign IAM, enfork.Lincnt atienues ink.luding
macaw(' of Inv e,tigative inOlnUtiOn, and Intent-
genk.c available through the Washington National Central Bureau of
INTERPOL of the Treasury Department.

hhe priorities for intelhgenLe ,ictivities are geared both to the'
immediate and We long-range stiategies of L11111111;11 and regulatory

enfk)Rement. At the tactual level, intelligenLe provides immediate and
(ink. k support to the held investigative torces by identity mg traffickers
and facilities involved in the production and movement of illicit drugs.
At the operational level. intelligence about tiafficking groups and their
operation, permits the iecognition of patterns, route,, and modes of
operation, the assessment of vulnerabilities of those invoked, and
ultimately the' development Of leads tot conspiracy investigations.
Strategy. intelligence Neck, a Lomprehensivc and cut rent picture of the
entire system by which drugs are produced and made' available to
abuses, the sk.ope and severity of present and future abuse' patterns,
and the long-Ling. prospeLb and problents Of attempting to led llie the
NLINAS of Illicit drug,.

In many respect, di ug intelligence is still primitive, y et the Strategy
1974 Action Han demand, sophistication.

DI \ intelligenLe operations will be expanded substantially to
Met 100 piotessionals stationed both in Washington and in the
field.
The widely dispersed and multidirectional intelligence re-
sources of the Federal Government will he coordinated in the
collection of data on drug traffic. The' FI31, for example, will
begin systematic collection of donivstic drug intelligence for the
first time.
All e \isting data will be' evaluated for the purpose of identifying
intelligence gaps which must be filled
Analy tical models to measure. predict, ind identity changes in
the illicit distribution of heroin and Other controlled substances
will be designed. This will enable evaluation of the impact of
new law enforcement and other supply control initiatives.

Research and Technology

Researdi and development ate crucial to the continued improve-
ment of the investigative and intelligence arms of the drug law
enforcement agencies. The full spectrum of supply reduction programs
is being studied to increase the productivity of drug law enforcement
efforts. Innovative devices are being sought to disclose more rapidly and
accurately the illicit cultivation. production, or smuggling of drugs.
New and better equipment will enhance the security and safety of
agents during actual operations. Techniques for measuring and evalu-
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Ming the effect.reness of specific investigative cties and strategies are
being prepared. Research will improve our capacity to forecast the
potential abuse of new drugs and future patterns of drug abuse.

The Drug Enforcement Administration nas primary responsibility
for research and technology in the enforcement area but is receiving the
support of the Departments of State, Health, Education and Welfare,
Defense'. and Agriculture, as well as other Federal agencies.

Under the Strategy 1974 Action Plan.
The ability to forecast new trends will he strengthened through
the Diug Abuse Warning Network and .:milar broLdly based
confideutial survey systems.
New methods and devices will be designed and implemented to
increase the security of criminal investigative agents.
Specific studies will be undertaken on the effectiveness of novel
programs or new controls on the availability of illicit drugs and
on drug abuse itself. These include evaluations of the impact of
new criminal penalties for &tic; trafficking in New York State,
the triplicat: prescription systems operated in four States, and
the impact of tighter regulatory restrictions on short-acting
barbiturates.

Law Enforee n-nt Management

The creation of the' La 1, Enforcement Administ:ation is an
important step in improving the management of Federal law enforce-
nunt program, Policy oversight will be provided by the newly formed
Cabinet Commi.te, on Drug Abuse, which monitors domestic drug
enforce,nent .ind treatment efforts and the Cabinet Committee on
International Nar:otics Control, which coordi iates the international
drug control efforts. The National Drug Strategy Council will continue
to rrovide advit.e.

Aside' from coordination and panning, management also involves
tither dimensions. For example, agent safety is a paramount consider-

,ition. Narcotics officers are confronted with increasing levels of
iolence i.i dealing with the criminal underworld. In the last tifte,:n

months, two Federal agents h.o,t' been murderAl and several others have
beea wounded by drug traffickers. This degree of violence in the drug
trafficking world was not apparent in the' :960's. The' Federal
Gm, eminent ow es its agents every possible effort to mir the
;growing risks.

Another important management critenon is the integrity and
professionalism of drug law en forcen,ent officers at all levels of
government. Public confidence in the Lntire criminal enforcement
Moil can be seriously undermined by e'. en one co rrur, agent or a
single unlawful at rest.
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The Drug Enforcement Administration has asserted its leadership in
these areas. Through the DEA Office of Training, narcotics officers
from carious Federal irestgatre agencies and from State and local
police departments receire Lourses in the constitutional rights of private
citizens and lawful procedures for making searches, sellUres, and
arrests. The curriculum also stresses self-defense and ways to avoid
Violent confTontations. The ()LA!' of Inspection oitors activities of
DEA and other deems to uncover breaches of integrity or professional-
ism.

The question of "no-knock" search warrants generated significant
controversy in 1973; and a restatement of the Federal policy is in
order. The Congress empowered DEA to seek, and Federal courts to
issue, sea warrants authorizing the agent to enter a pr. .te ,Mace
without advance notice of his authority and purpose, it' two conditions
are met. first. time must he' probable cause to believe the giving of
nonce will immediately endanger the life or safety of the agent or will
result in the' destruction of the evidence sought; second, the court must
e wressly wilts: in the warrant that notice will not be required. In
recognition of the sensitive' but occasionally invaluable power conferred
by Congress, DEA has adopted the' policy that "no-knock" search
warrants should be emplo), ed judiciously and should be sought only
after high -level renew of emsting circumstanco. Accordingly, no DEA
agent may seek such a warrant unless specifically authorized by the
Administrator or Deputy Administrator of DEA. Furthermore, even
,when a "no-knock" warrant ha, been issued, DEA agents are directed
to attempt to e \ecute the search without atilizinz, the' "no- knock"
authority whenever circumstances permit.

Under the' Strategy 1974 Actior Plan:

A planning and evaluation officr will be cr:ated within DEA to
stiengthen managemn t of Federal drug law enforcement
programs.
Ail criminal imestigatire agents under the control of DEA will
be required to adhere to the sea rch-and-,,eizure guidelines
announced by DIA. including the restrictions on the use of
"no-knock search warrants.
Federal. State', and local drug enforcement off:::ers will be
further trained in all aspects of law, self-defense. and current
problems and techniques in criminal investigations.

D. PROSECUTION. SENTENCING, AND TREATMENT OF DRUG
LAW VIOLATORS

Drug abuse law enforcement planning has hemetofore concentrated
on the detection and apprehension of tratfickers by criminal investi-
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gatode agencies. Be Luise nestgation is but the first step in the process
of law enforLement, a major feature of Strategy 1974 is the inclusion of
prosecution. sentenLing, and neat ment by corrections agencies in the
planning process.

Prosecution

Sound prosecution policies are crucial to the effectiveness of drug
enforcement agenues. The prosecutor can greatly influence the
outcome of investigations by refusing to prosecute or by accepting a
guilty plea to reduce charges. The courts also have a serious impact on
the way in whh a case develops after arrest because judges establish
whether, and on w hat conditions, the defendant may be released
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pending tnal. Most Important, United States Attorneys anu Federal
courts, as well as their counterparts at the State level, often face the
difficult challenges of limited staffs am. ')acklogged calendars.

Unfortunatel this situation can limit the effectiveness of Federal
efforts to reduce the supply of narcotics and dangerous drugs when a
prosecutor declines to prosecute cases involving drugs of a certain kind
or below a minimum quantity.

To provide another illustration, prosecution and investigation
functions also interact when a significant drug trafficker is released en
bond pending trial.

Man of these individuals. once released, are subsequently arrested
on new drug charges.

The Strategy 1974 Action Plan is designed to integrate the
prosecution of drug violators into the overall supply control effort in
the following ways:

The Department of Justice will measuie and evaluate the
interaction and impact of investigative and prosecutive func-
tions on the availability of illicit drugs and on the entire law
enforcement system.
Standards will be prepared to guide prosecutors on the types of
cases which should be prosecuted and the types of plea bargains
which should be accepted.
Studies will be undertaken to find new ways of expediting trials
of drug violators. This will include studies on: the feasibility of
special courts to hear only drug cases, the legality of minimizing
testimony (such as use of a certified chemical analysis of the
evidence in lieu of the chemist appearing in court), and the
adoption of modern court management techniques (such as the
use of computers in controlling court calendars).

Sentencing

The sentencing of persons convicted of violations of the laws
against narcotics and dangerous drugs is lso critical to the effectiveness
of the entire law enforcement effort. The purposes of sentencing are
often said to include rehabilitating the violator, isolating the violator
until he has been rehabilitated, deterring others who might violate the
law, and expressing society's displeasure with the violator for having
transgressed social prohibition. In any given case, the judge must
make his decision in light of the culpability and other characteristics of
the defendant standing before him, and selecting one of the various
sentencing options: imprisonment; probation under a suspended
sentence: probation without sentence; monetary fine; in some cases,
deportation: and in some cases, referral ID medical or drug treatment
facilities.
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hiegular or inadequate penalties imposed by courts can affect the
clinic supply control ettort. Citiiens of foieign countries convicted of
ding 1uggling in the Fnitcd States have been deported rather than
imprisoned. This neither deter, not punishes the criminal. who can
plomptly resume Ins illegal shipments of ding, to this country.

Under the Strategy 1974 Action Plan:

Res...et] gill be conducted into the I castbil t of formulating
uniform. model sentencing standaids for drug law violator,.
1-1 oils will he made to inform judges of the priorities and

policies Incorporated in the Federal Strategy 1974 in order that
they might review then own sentencino in drug cases.

impact of sentencing pattern, on the effectiveness of law

enforcement activity and on the mailability of controlled
substances will be ea!Uated.
Legislation will be submitted by the' Administration seeking

mole stringent penalties for drug traffickers. especially for
those ho have been previously convicted on drug charges.

The final element in the criminal justice system is corrections,
including both the prisons and jails and the probation and parole
authorities. These agencies also have' a significant effect on the Federal

efforts to control the supply of abusable drugs. They control the
environment in which the offender is incarcerated and may or may
not -be rehabilitated. They establish standards regarding eligibility for
parole. They must supervise the parole or probation to make sure that

the restrictions imposed upon the individual are not violated. This
aspect of the criminal justice system has previously been outside the
par:Meters of Federal drug strategy.

Under the Strategy 1974 Action Plan:

All elements of the Department of Justice (DFA and the Board
of Parole) will review the order to recoil]; _lid a consistent and

rational set of standards for determining . agibility of offenders

for parole.
-The system of supervising individuals on probation and parole
will he studied to determine the ways in which these efforts

may be integrated with those of drug law investigative agencies.

The ipact of parole and probation and incarceration on the
behavior of drug traffickers and in turn on the availability of
illicit drugs will he evaluated.



IV
THE

CRIMINAL JUSTICE/
TREATMENT

RELATIONSHIP:
A COORDINATED

POLICY

I he two preceding chapters have discussed the Federal dmg abuse

strateg lot demand and supply, respectively. This chapter addresses

the relationship betv een the criminal justice and treatment systems in
the (naafi drug control effort. describes those Federal programs which

hate I Os kW(' cooperation. and announces new policy directions for the

coming year.

A. THE NEED FOR PROGRAM COORDINATION

The Nation's response' to illicit drug use over the last decade.
necessarily containing both medical and legal aspects. has rested on two

principal assumptions:

That drug treatment. whether voluntary or involuntary, is

beneficial to individuals who are drug-dependent:
That drug usage leads certain individuals into the commission of
other criminal offenses and therefore poses a danger to society.

If these assumptions are correct. then it would appear that
successful treatment of drug abusers should lead to a decrease in

criminal activity.
During an era of ascending crime curves and rising rates of heroin

abuse. our national approach to dealing with the ding problem has been

based on this hypothesis.
The drug abuse problem is a social problem which may be

characterized in both medical and legal terms. It is therefore important
to clarify the appropriate strategy for coordinating these roles at all
levels of the governmental response.
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Criminal laws aim, through the application of sanctions, to deter or
restrain conduct by individuals which threatens social order. Drug abuse
treatment. on the other hand, is oriented primarily toward individuals
within both these sy stems. The objective is to facilitate the individuals'
normal functioning within the wider society.

While additional research is needed to determine' the nats..fe of the
relationship between various crimes and drugs. the evidence now
available clealy indicates a complex pattern of relationships between
drug abuse and criminal activity.

Such crimes as being under the influence of a controlled substance,
possession of a controlled substance. presence in a place where
controlled substances are being used, drug-related vagrancy, loitering
for the purpose of using illegal drugs. possession of drug paraphernalia,
and obtaining controlled substances by fraud are undoubtedly all
committed by individuals who illicitly use controlled substances.

The nation's criminal justice response to drug users whose only
crimes sire among the above-listed consumption offenses must clearly
diverge crom its response to users who commit additional crimes. Also,
society's traditional approach to narcotic abuse has differed from its
approach to nonnarconc and multiple drug abuse. In fact, the "social"
drug ti-1- who maintains steady employment and pays for the drugs he
periodically uses is often able' to avoid all contact with the criminal
justice and treatment systems.

Recent treatment policies have encouraged voluntary entrance into
appropriate programs. Many steps have been taken to attract drug
aiNnsers to apply for treatment on their own. Equally important,
how ver. are the quasi-voluntary opportunities for treatment within the
criminal justice system.

The fact that illicit use of controlled substances frequently involves
illegal JAR Ines means that, in many cases, a criminal justice agency is
thc first to encowter drug abusers. Such encounters may occur in
emergenLy situations. N1Ch as overdose., or complications of with-
diavvol It is more likely, howev:r, that the encounter will be in the
conte\t of criminal investigations or tht placement of criminal charges.
Such criminal activity may involve only consumption crimes; it may
involv e drug trafficking for the purpose of financing a habit; or it may
involve crimes committed by an individual who happens to be a drug
user. This appropriate response by the criminal justice system and the
treatment system ,Effers in each of these situations. In each instance,
however, the nuln ulna' should he referred to treatment in an
appropriate context.

For natty y ears traditional law enforcement has been regarded as
the pin ;0 rl defense against drug abuse; treatment programs were
ancillary neing resent.d primarily for civil commitment cases. However,
as the rate of drug abuse increased dramatically throughout the country
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during the late 1960's, the lines of responsibility became less clearly
defined. Police OH R. el 1 began to at.t as street counselors, referral agents,
,lid other paratreatmeni operatives. Treatment professionals found
themsek es in court being asked to Make recommendations concerning
the achisabilit 01 pretrial release, the terms and conditions of
piobat ions. the ack isabil of work release. and so on.

1 he must 1 isle relationship between the criminal justice and
treatment s stems is perhaps the most oh\ IOUs. As law enforcement
efforts succeed in ieducing the sLippl of illegal drugs. this will have a
direct effect on the number of inch\ iduals who voluntarily seek
tieatment. Hie success of that treatment has, in turn, an effect on the
subsequent demand for illicit drugs.

\part from its success in controlling the supply of illegal drugs
which ma' indnectl increase the patient population the criminal
Justice s\ stem often funnels inch\ iduals directl into treatment pro-
rams Sue! ieferrals ma occur at an stage of the criminal justice

piocess and nia be either in lieu of or in conjunction with the
traditional cinninal Justice system. In fact, referral for treatment
outside the criminal justice *stem is often recommended simply
because the s stem does not have sufficient resources. Referral to a

um:nt program. eithei informall or in the ,..ontet of a formal
process. ina occur at the police loot in lieu of arrest. In a formal
let erra I program, prosecution is deferred onl if the defendant
cooperates ss ith the treatment program to w hich he has been referred.

Once an inch\ Wild! has been arrested and identified as a drug user,
be referred to a ding treatment plogram white he awaits trial.

Such iclerral probahl occurs most frequently as a condition of pretrial
release On personal recognizant:, or money bona; howoer,, it may llso
occur as part of formalized program of pretrial deferral of prosecution
in which neatment success will result in a dropping of the pending
criminal charge. Pretrial drug treatment ma be available within a
correctional institution for those indk iduals who are incarcerated
bending

lendants 111,1 also he referred to drug treatment after trial, either
in lieu of imposition or sentence or as part of the sentence which is
unposed. In this coonection, entry of a judgment of guilt may he
suspended on the condition that the indkulual obtain drug treatment.
or the individual in a he placed on probation with drug treatment a
condition probation.

. the cow t impose a jail sentence but recommend that
the inch\ idual obtam tieat.nelit fur his drug problem at the correctional
institution.

I he criminal tustice and treatment syhtel" ma also interact
follow ing a period of in at the point wh:re au individu.
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leaves a correctional institution to which he has been sentenced. by way
of parole or sentence eviration.

B. EFFORTS AT COORDINATION

The Narcotic Addict Rehabilitation Act

The earliest Federal effort to p.omote a rational interrelationship
between the criminal justice and treatment *stems was the Narcotic
Addict Rehabilitation Act of I 9Ob NRA l. This act developed a
partial mechanism tbr the referral of drug-dependent persons to
treatment at various stages of the criminal justice process in Federal
courts.

Titles I and III of NARA established voluntary and involuntary civil
commitment programs to be operated by the United States Govern-
ment. Under NARA I these civil commitment programs base been
miliied in lieu of prosecution for individuals charged with minor
offenses. Although the NARA III civil commitment program fostered
the development of community capacity for dealing with narcotic
addicts. the inpatient chil commitment portion of the program has
operated more as an alternate jail system than as a siable treatment
system.

For these reasons, :tie Administration will phase out NARA I and
projecK If there are any areas in the country where NARA is now

being e\ tensivel used and which do not have adequate local treatment
capacity to deal with their addiction problem. these areas will be
funded to develop adequate local treatment programs to replace the
NARA component. In the future. civil commitment. if utilized at all.
wig he implemented solely on :!..e State and local levels, and emphasis
will he placed on dealing with both soluntar} and insoluntlry patients
On an outpatient basis.

NARA 11 has formed the basis for , Illffilher of innosative treatment
programs for incarcerated addicts under the jurisdiction of the Bureau
of Prisons. and for outpatient treatment ill the case of probationers ,d
parolees. As described in the previous chapter. the programs presently
operating under N \R,\ 11 funding will now be consolidated under the
Bureau of Prisons' successful Drug Abuse Programs *stem.

Treatment Alternatives to Street Crimes

\lore recently . in response to a growing national concern with drug
abuse as a cause of criminal activit . the Administration has developed
the Treatment Alternatives to Street Crime (TASC progiam.
proram. coordin:L'ed b the Special Action Office. NIDA. and the Law
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I nforcement Assistance Administration, has provided a system of
identifiLation and treatment referral for drug-dependent individuals
who come Into contact with the criminal justice system.

TASC Program Goals

The goals of the TASC program are as follows:

To refer individuals to appropriate treatment programs prior to
trial and/or subsequent conviction:
To decrease the problems caused in detention facilities by
arrestees who are addicted and who manifest signs of with-
drawal:
'To interrupt the drug use-street crime cyzle and thereby assist
drug- dependent persons who are accused of crimes to become
self-sufficient and law-abiding citizens.

(A table illustrating the amount of Federal funding for TASC over the
past two years appears on the following page.)

The development of an effective relationship between criminal
justice and treatment activities in the drug abuse field lies at the very
heal t of the Federal Strategy. The TASC program is designed to help
meet this objective by providing appropriate linkages between agencies
of the criminal justice system and drug abuse treatment programs.
TASC was initiated in three cities during Fiscal Year 1973; there are
now nine TASC programs in operation and eleven more scheduled to
begin shortly This project has served over 1,000 clients and the TASC
caseload is expected to triple by the end of Fiscal Year 1975.

In addition to the fecerally funded TASC units there are, of course,
a large number of State and local programs which provide drug
treatment either in lieu of or in conjunction with the operation of the
criminal justice system. Statutes in at least half of the States provide for
commitment for treatment in lieu of other sentencing or for requiring
treatment as a condition of probation or parole, while laws in other
States provide for treatment in lieu of arrest or prosecution. Many of
these programs have served as models for portions of the more
comprehensive Federal TASC concept. SAODAP encourages the Bevel-

' opment of State and local cr.riinal justice system programs for the
referral of drug-dependent indivi luals to treatment programs, particu-
larly in those areas where there is explicit statutory authorization for
such referrals.

Since implementation of TASC will require enabling legislation in
many States, the Administration is currently studying the Drug
Dependence Treatment and Rehabilitation Act, promulgated in August,
1973 by the National Conference of Commissioners on Uniform State
Laws. This proposed statute includes many features of TASC as it has
recently been modified.
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TASC FUNDING

(Mamons of Dollars)

13Y AGENCY FY 73 FY 74 FY 75

SA() 'N IDA 5 4 2.4 0

LFAA 1,0 4.2 7.2

8.3 6.6 7.2

BY EUNCTIO,,---- -----
Treatment related 3.0 0 0

Cumin:Oust ice-related* 5.3 6.6 7./

8.3 6.6 7.2

*The %.runinal justice component of the TASC program consists of general planning
and administration, addict screenmg including urinalysis and diagnosis, addict
trat.king. apprehension of delinquent dieins. program evaluation, and detoxtfica-
lion holding units that .ire part of detention and correctional facilities.

TA SC Program Modification.% and Variations

The initial TASC operations included treatment along with identifi-
cation, diagnosis. referral, and tracking. They als" focused on pretrial
release and deferred prosecution. Since there is adequate drug abuse
treatment capacity in most communitic% today. few, if any, future
TASC grants will involve treatment. Rather, they will provide funds to
establish the necessary linkages between the agencies of the criminal
justice system and existing community treatment programs.

TAR 's earlier focus on pre:rial intervention proved to be too
narrow. The TASC concept has now been broadened to include the
identification of drug users who conic into contact with the criminal
justice system and the referral of such individuals, wherever approrri-
ate, to drug treatment programs. In broadening the TASC concept and
the operation of TASC programs throughout the country, such issues as
mandatory versus voluntary screenin,, procedures, eligibility standards,
point of referral. choice of treatment modalities, responsibility for
tracking and uporting on criminal justice referrals, and definition and
consequences of success must he squarely faced by each locality.

On the Federal level, the Special Action Office will continue to
encourage experimentation in responding to each of these issues. The
Special Action Office will also conduct the required research to make
necessary comparisons among different programs in an effort to
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&term me w hiLh ty pes of programs hake' the highest degree of success in
ti eating drug dependents and in 1. hanginv. patterns of criminal behaior.
Included in these Lompaiisons will he studies of the effeLt of
specialized supports e se r% ices in drug treatment programs. as well as
evaluations to determine the degree to which pros ision of specialized
and unique employment and educational resources in drug treatment
programs suLLeeds in altering criminal behavior. (Charts illustrating
TASC pretrial and post-trial case flow charts appear on following
pages.)

C. CONCLUSION

Clarification of the relationship between the Lrim;nal justice and
drug abuse treatment systems presents an opportunity to develop a
model system for the deiiNery of certain health care services to drug
abusers. Tle policies described in this section have been designed to
maintain ll .1 l dpropriate balance between an individual's freedom to
pursue his chc en course of action and society's right to protection
from the olverse consequences of illicit drug use'
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TASC POSTTRIAL CASE FLOW CHART

Arrest

1

Arraig merit

1

`t

Pre Sentence

Investigation

Trial

5

I 1

Acquittal Conviction

3
T

Case

Tracking

System

Incarceration
(Treatment)

4

Parole

to TASC

l

1

Probation
to TASC

Community Based
Treatment Program

1 Based on a pre sentence investigation that the defendant is drug dependent and/or participated
in a treatment program as a wild 'ion of pre trial release, the judiciary may take that into
consideration in determining an appropriate sentence.

2. If the sentence ,r, probation with the condition that the ,fendant participate in a treatment
regimen, the defendant would undergo a clinical diagnosis ermine an appropriate treatment

modality

3 If the sentence were incarceration, the defendant may receive treatment, if available, in the
penal institution

4 If the client is paroled and is drug dependent, the cli' -t's parole may he conditioned that he
participate in a treatment regimen on a regular basis.

5 In order to insur oat the client referred to treatment is complying with the condition of the
judiciary or parole board ;e.g , he is participating in a satisfactory way in the treatment regimen or
is no longer abusing drugs) a tracking system will monitor the client's progress in treatment and

make periodic reports to probation or parole officers.
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V
A RECAPITULATION

OF STRATEGY
THEMES

A. SUMMARY

Strategy 1974 has been presented in the form of an action plan
covering all Federal drug abuse prevention and control efforts.
Treatment and prevention efforts have been related to international
initiatives and domestic enforccment programs in a way, which
illustrates the necessary balance between drug supply and demand.

The major policy directions announced in this document include
the following:

Opiate programs offering a variety of treatment modalities will
be maintained at current levels. At the smite time. these existing
facilities will continue' to treat nonopiate and multiple drug

busers.

New emphasis will be placed on implementing Federal outreach
programs to seek out addicts; and on upgrading the quality of
drug treatment programs.
It will be Strategy 1974 policy to increase and improve
coordination between drug treatment programs and existing job
counseling and job placement services designed to speed the
return of treatment patients to productive lives.
The Federal Government will design and initiate a demonstra-
tion program of school-based early intervention.
The moratorium on drug education and information materials
Ii is been lifted. All new materials will be pretested and will be
required to conform to new content guidelines.
Training programs will be coordinated to assure the availability
of qualified personnel to staff drug abuse treatment and control
programs.
Research and -valuation projects will be tailored: as necessary.
to support initiatives such as outreach.
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The Department of Defense. Veterans Administration. and the
Bureau of sons will continue to operate drug abuse preven-
tion s), stems which will include treatment. rehabilitation,
research, training. and evaluation components.
The Treatment Alternatives to Street Crime (PASO program
wil! be significantly expanded in scope and funding to
strengthen the interrelationship between the criminal justice
and drug treatment systems.
Federal drug law enforcement efforts will continue to place
primary emphasis on the control of illicit traffic in heroin, but
increased enforcement emphasis will be directed at the control
of nonopiate substaneLs; through both licit and illicit channels.
Federal drug law enforcement efforts will continue to be
directed at all levels of illicit drug traffic, with priority on
high-level traffickers and drug-related conspiracies.
Regulation of the production and distribution of the legitimate
drugs. especially short-acting barbiturates and methaqualone,
will be strengthened to minimize diversion into illicit channels.
Intelligence regarding the illegal traffic in narcotic and danger-
ous drugs will be greatl,, increased, through personnel and
equipment. to improve the effectiveness of law enforcement
operations.
Research will be conducted into new technological devices
which will increase the safety of law enforcement officers,
improve their ability to detect drugs, and forecast new trends
and problems in drug abuse.
Diplomatic and enforcement efforts against newly emerging
international heroin smuggling routes will be increased as will
efforts to identify major international heroin and cocaine
syndicates.
The Cabinet Committee' on International Narcotics Control
(CCINC) will encourage the development of a more effective
narcotics control program in Southeast Asia and Mexico,
particularly in the fields of air and sea interdiction and the
replacement of opium with alternative crops.
('('INC programs will be' aimed at drying up the bulk of
Turkish-origin opium and morphine base still in illicit traf-
ficking channels: disrupting new trafficking routes in Europe
and preventing new processing laboratories from being estab-
lished: interdicting the traffic in heroin rind cocaine from
Mexico and Latin America. and reducing Western Hemisphere
production of nar, -ics for illicit markets.
The Administrat will press for United States ratification of
the Convention of i'sychotropic Substances and will move to
bring into force the Amending Protocol to the 1961 Single
Convention on Drugs.
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The United States will continue to support the United Nations
Fund for Drug Abuse Control.
The United States Government will also increase its participa-
tion in the growing field of international drug abuse treatment,
research, and prevention.

As discussed in Chapter I, these initiatives reflect our present
understanding of the causes and Lonsequemes of drug abuse and our
current ability to respond to these complex factors through a

coordinated Federal program of drug abuse prevention. law Niforce-
men t. and international cooperation.

B. FEDERAL TREATMENT FUNDING STRATEGY

On the demand side of the Federal effort, a final theme of Strategy
1974 imolses placing increasing responsibility on the States and
localities for the actual planning and operation of drug abuse
pre ennon programs. Implementation of the New Federalism is

expected to ensure State and local capacity to deal effectively' with the
drug abuse problem in a community context. The vehicle will be a new
Federal Treatment Funding Strategy designed to place more responsi-
bility for drug abuse prevention activities with the Single State
Agencies.

Background for a Decentralized Funding Policy

As recently as one y ear ago, four Federal agencies (N1M11. LEAA,
OLO. and HUD) funded community-based treatment activities each
using differem funding mechanisms. procedures. time schedules, match-
ing formulas, and allowable services. N1N111 funding was channeled
exclusively through direct grants to projects following lengthy grant
review, and negotiation processes. On the other hand. OEO, LEAA. and
HUD employed d wriety of funding mechanisms including the use of
regional offices and State or local organizations as well as direct project
funding.

The Special Action Office. in Fiscal Year 1973, initiated a series of
meastues designed to consolidate this proliferation of funding agencies
and mechanisms and to place increased drug abuse prevention respon-
sibility at the State and local level. This policy has resulted in the
establisnment of 56 Single State Agencies. including the 50 State. the
District of Columbia. Puerto Rico. and the four Territories.

These agencies are required to:

111 Collect and anal) re drug abuse data within their respective
States:
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(2) Prepare and submit a comprehensive State plan for all drug
abuse prevention functions:

(3) Coordinate all federal, State. and local drug prevention and
treatment services operating within the State:

(4) Develop a State program licensing procedure:
:5 ) Review all proposals for Federal funding of projects within the

State:
(6) Channel Federal and State funds to appropriate programs. and

monitor and evaluate such programs where appropriate.

On the Federal side of the relationship, a similar process of
consolidation has taken place. The National Institute on Drug Abuse
now coordinates all Federal negotiations with the Single State Agencies.
NIDA will:

( I Provide technical assistance to the Single State Agencies in the
preparation of their comprehensive drug abuse prevention plans
and licensing procedures:

(2) Prepare an assessment of each Single State Agency's manage-
ment and program capacity for purposes of determining areas of
greatest need:

(3) Provide technical assistance to the States in the form of
training. on-site guidance, and management information;

(4) Insure State compliance with Federal quality treatment stand-
ards:

(5) Fund State service delivery proposals in accordance with
demonstrated need and management capacity.

As States further develop their capability for managing resources
and identifying needs, the Federl Government will transfer increased
drug abuse prevention and treatment responsibility to the Single State
Agencies. The Special Action Office now estimates that by the end of
Fiscal Year 1975, all Single State Agencies will be in a position to
participate in the revised Federal Funding Strategy at a greater level of
program effectiveness and efficiency.

Fiscal Year 1975 Federal Drug Prevention Funding Strategy

Services and Mechanisms

If anticipated funding is appropriated, the Single State Agencies will
be in a position to fund new and continuing drug treatment,
rehabilitation, education, and training projects which meet NIDA
standards and to terminate or reducewhere legally permissibleany
continuing project which does not comply with those standards.
Services to be funded include a full range of treatment and rehabilita-
tion activities. Formula grant funding will also be available for State
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and local progr.an monitoring. auditing. and evaluation and for
pros aline technit. al assistance to community programs

Mile the pioision .0 1 ederal grants to States and localities for the
specilic purpose or Wog abuse pre%entio, has proven to be both
necessary and effectke. there _sill be a critical need in the future for
more equitable funding. The Administration is submitting to Congress
national health insuianLe to finame essential medical and mental health

services.

Ihrolrement of the Cities mu/ the Prirate Sector

In order to complement this New Federalism e nphasis on a return
to State and local resources. the Federal Gmernment has initiated
direct .florts to increase community support for drug abuse prevention

proe...ans in the nation's major metropolitan centers. The Special
ALtion Office is now coordinating a program with the National League

of Cities (N 1k) and the U.S. Conference of Mayors (USCM) to assure
appiopilate urban representation in the formulation of comprehensive
State drug .111tIse plans and to increase pri%ate sector support for drug
abuse prevention and treatment programs at the local level.

Twenty cities have been selected by the Special ft.ction Office in
consultation with the NLC and USCM on the basis of drug abuse
incidence rates and the amount of Federal funding involvement. A
strategy designed to increase community support for drug treatment,
rehabilitation, ucation Ind employ went programs is being developed
for each of these cities by a task force of Special Action Office, NLC,
and USCM members. The work of this task force will be distributed
throughout the nation in the form of a mayor's handbook on drug

abuse.

C. CONCLUSION

The Drug Abuse Office and Treatment Act of 1972 (Public Law
92-255) mandated the formulation of .t Federal strategy which would
include:

( I ) An analysis of the nature, character. and extent of the drug
abuse problem in the United States, including examination of
the interrelationships among various approaches to solving the
drug abuse problem and their potential for interacting both
positively and negatively with one another:

(2) A comprehensive Federal plan. with respect to both drug abuse
prevention functions and drug traffic prevention functions,
which shall specify the objectives of the Federal strategy and
how all available resources. funds. programs. services, and
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facilities authorized under relevant Federal law should be used:
and

() An analysis and evaluation of the major programs conducted.
expenditures made. results achieved, plans developed, and
problems encountered in the operation and coordination of the
various Federal drug abuse prevention functions and drug traffic
prevention functions.

The 1974 Federal Strategy Ow Drug itbu.se and Drug Traffic
Prevention is prest.nted, in accordance with this mandate. to Congress:to officials of Federal. State, ind local governments: and to private
citizens as a compretlensive action plan for the prevention and control
of drug abuse in Aiwrica.
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